Buchenwald 08 18 91
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the President of the US, George Bush, through CIA gas chambers and
state prostitution, attacking hundreds of thousands of people in the US and worldwide and these crimes are being tolerated by Kanzler Helmut Kohl on German soil.

(Original hand written)

Auschwitz 09 21 91
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the President of the US, George Bush, through CIA gas chambers and
state prostitution, attacking tens of thousands of people a year in the US and worldwide and these crimes are being tolerated by Kanzler Helmut Kohl on German soil.
These crimes are violations against the dignity of life and God’s given order for man,
the integrity of the individual, community and the succession of generations to stifle
man’s given guidance in the Spirit of the Lord.

(Original hand written)

Treblinka 11 10 91
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA is operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of
thousands of its citizens a year and wherever it can wo rldwide.
The CIA is operating gas chambers, spraying thousands of its citizens a year with con centrated nerve gas and wherever it can worldwide.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing new drugs in the intent of specific dys function of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced bio-technologies
to create new, devastating dangers to human health.
These crimes of the CIA, the destruction of all human standards, the integrity of truth
and the integrity of life, aim to exceed in depravity the worst examples of history,
apply to crime the most advanced technology, extend their operations to global
subversion. Their evil extend is without end.
The CIA is threatening hundreds of people and institutions worldwide to suppress the
spreading awareness of its crimes, applying any means.
The elimination of these crimes requires publication, prosecution and reliable safe guards. They demand to be fought with the Holy Spirit.

(Original hand written)

Dachau 12 07 91
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA is operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of
thousands of its citizens a year and wherever it can worldwide.
The CIA is operating gas chambers, spraying thousands of its citizens a year with
concentrated nerve gas and wherever it can worldwide.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing new drugs in the intent of specific dysfunction of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced bio -technologies
to create new, devastating dangers to human health.
The elimination of these crimes requires publication, prosecution and reliable
safeguards. They need to be publicized to bring to light the events, the actions and
intentions of all concerned in historical accuracy. Or the Lord, who sees all hearts and
minds, will reveal them before His sword.
They need to be publicized to hold the actions of all concerned to accountability, to be
measured by the integrity of truth and the integrity of life. Or the Lord, who abandons
wickedness readily, will condemn them in His anger.
They need to be publicized to achieve reconciliation between victims and society and
to set a foundation stone for peace, to acknowledge the worth of the victims, to assign
proper guidance to the offenders and to establish reliable safeguards.
Or a sigma of state prostitution and gas chambers will be attac hed to a whole
generation and nation, their silent toleration foster crimes against mankind to shoot
into gigantic proportions.

(Original hand written)

Bergen Belsen 04 23 92
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA is operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of
thousands of people a year. In and around Frankfurt/Main it has been sodomizing the
entire region, several hundreds of families a day.
The CIA is operating gas chambers, spraying thousands of people a year with
concentrated nerve gas. It is gassing their living- and working environments, entire
streets, trains, public places, contaminating the water of public pools.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing and testing on populations new drugs in the
intent of specific dysfunction of individual systems of the human body, applying ad vanced bio-technologies.
These crimes are advanced by the leadership of the present US administration. In face
of admonition of the worst crimes in the history of mankind, Nazi gas chamber
exterminations, this presidency aspires to exceed them in intent and in application of
any means technology affords to the danger of the extinction of mankind.

(Original hand written)

Majdanek 07 06 92
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA is operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of
thousands of its citizens a year and wherever it can worldwide.
The CIA is operating gas chambers, spraying thousands of its citizens a year with
concentrated nerve gas and wherever it can worldwide.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing new drugs in the intent of specific
dysfunction of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced biotechnologies to create new, devastating dangers to human health.
The CIA is threatening hundreds of people and institutions worldwide to suppress the
spreading awareness of its crimes, applying any means.
These crimes are advanced by the leadership of the present US ad-ministration and
supported actively by the Kanzler of Germany.
These crimes of the CIA, the destruction of all human standards, the integrity of truth
and the integrity of life, aim to stifle man’s given guidance in the Spirit of the Lord,
stampede in blind rage over the dis-advantaged, the ones the Lord loves, suffocate in
the suds of prostitution man’s intellectual sphere. Their human depravity is without
end.
The elimination of these crimes requires publication, prosecution and reliable safeguards. They demand to be fought with the Holy Spirit.

Hadamar 03 12 93
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA is operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of
thousands of people a year. Children are born out of state prostitution.
The CIA is operating gas chambers, spraying thousands of people a year with con centrated nerve gas. Germany has been turned into a country of CIA gas chambers.
The CIA aims at the destruction of man’s holy image before the Lord.
These crimes are supported actively by the Kanzler of Germany, Helmut Kohl, and the
BND, especially through poison pellet operations.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing new drugs in the intent of specific dys function of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced b io-technologies
to create new, devastating dangers to human health.
These crimes could be publicized in a heat beat.
They continue in public silence.
The cynicism of our times is detestable to the Lord.

Auschwitz 09 17 94
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings.
The CIA, BND and some of German industry are operating gas chambers, spraying
thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve gas.
These crimes against the dignity of man are in public being denied and ignored. Those
responsible to publicize and prosecute these crimes and to establish reliable safe guards are operating CIA gas chambers as a social sport.
The CIA and BND are operating labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging
tens of thousands of people a year.
These crimes against the integrity of the individual, community and succession of
generations are in public being denied and ignored. Those responsible to publicize and
prosecute these crimes and to establish reliable safeguards are releasing their people
into state prostitution.
The laboratories of the CIA are developing new drugs in the intent of specific dysfunction of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced bio -technologies
to create new, devastating dangers to human health.
These crimes against humanity are in public being denied and ignored. Those
responsible to publicize and prosecute these crimes and to establish reliable safe guards are passing on the crimes of the past to this generation.
Those responsible to publicize these crimes,, the destruction of all human standards,
the integrity of truth and the integrity of life, the spiritual and political leaders of our
times and the Government of Israel, tyrants of depravity, their first weapon the lie,
the second the practice of a bestiality, do not know God, nor do they seek the beggar,
operate CIA gas chambers as a social sport and release their people into state
prostitution and perpetuate these crimes up to the extinction of mankind.
Their cynicism is without end.

Hadamar 07 30 96
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the CIA, BND, the leaders of the Governments of the US and Russia, the
US Secretary of Defence and the leaders of the US Military, the leaders of the
Governments of Great Britain, France, Germany and some of German industry, the
President of South Africa and the Jewish People.
Equally accused are the majority of people, who claim to clean up t he crimes of the
CIA, BND, etc… to sodomize the Holy Spirit in the name of the Lord and in the name of
humanity through the use of His name to cover the destruction of the integrity of truth
and the integrity of life by sodomizing people to death through:
- not being able to act in an emergency out of lack of faith, conviction or Spirit of
Man, but being blinded by the excesses of the worst case,
- not attacking the cause of these crimes, human depravity in inversion of mind and
predominance of perfidy as well as in hate of other people, passing on the crimes of
the past to this generation,
- the subversion of the constitutions of the major western industrialized nations with
their basic guaranties, their principle of separation of powers and the political rights
of their citizens,
- the escalation of the investigation into the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… against all
legal principles into a dirty war of global dimensions,
- the intent to sodomize the Holy Spirit to death, though not possible to achieve, by:
-- physically fornicating on the Bible to suffocate His Word, while drawing an
information out of an illegal listening device,
-- operating highly toxic CIA gas chambers under cover of a perfume on the
anniversary of the birthday of Adolf Hitler,
- the massive operation of CIA gas chambers and the massive operation of labor
camps of sadism and sodomy and the massive operation of illegal listening - and
video devices as a general spectacle,
- the perpetuation of these crimes, the destruction of social standards through all
stages, including the development and application of new drugs in the intent of
specific dysfunction of individual systems of the human body, applying advanced
bio-technologies up to the extinction of mankind.
The crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… need to be eliminated effectively through
publication, to initiate a comprehensive investigation and through prosecution and the
establishment of worldwide reliable safeguards.

Mauthausen 12 13 98
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their beginnings by
the major security agencies like the CIA, FSB (KGB), BND, Mossad and the US Military and
NATO as operational arms of the Governments of the US, Russia, Germany, Great Britain,
France, Japan, Israel and NATO defence secretaries, and equally all the major parties and
security agencies, who claim to clean up these crimes or to render medical help
anonymously.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one
hundred people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of
toxins on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging millions of
people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with
concentrated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billion of
videos, conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine
human rights violations around the world.
A policy planning committee of a country’s national security council sets up the operational
guide-lines, executed through the high tech power center. Stated are secret policy goals:
national strength, economic vitality, technological superiority, ideological uniformity, total
control over political, economic, scientific, sociological processes at home and abroad.
Coordinated are military, intelligence and general security policies.
Advancing technological and military superiority, weapon development programs,
deployment strategies, operational capacities and necessary services are developed.
Established are stockpiles of A, B, C and clandestine high tech terror weapons, in each
category sufficient to cause the extinction of mankind ten or more times over.
Priority of security planning over general public interests, as these find a balance in the
democratic process through public discussion of the issues, is achieved through
representation in all administrative departments and a high degree of ideological uniformity
within society. Among foreign nations only reliable partners are chosen as allies, at home a
policy of national security is established in all fields of life, public relation campaigns
generate acceptance of the security build up, dissidents are eliminated. It is security policy
of NATO to suppress negative publicity of operational activities painstakingly by all member
countries.
Subversion strategies for foreign countries are to win them as general political allies,
ensure avail-ability as commercial markets, access to their natural resources, economic
and financial dependency, suppression as political and economic competitors. The country
is not allowed to develop a sound economic base, on violations of basic freedoms and civil
liberties no action is taken.
I

From the high tech power center, applying to crime the most advanced technology, the
tools of clandestine high tech terror are developed out of an array of large scale research
programs in goal and method of human depravity, mostly in physics, chemistry and
biology. Corrupted are basic human living conditions as they cannot be perceived by the
senses, the very small, the very distant, the difficult to detect. With advanced biotechnology, especially genetics, they develop new drugs in the intent of specific dysfunction
of individual systems of the human body. Out of research into bio- and electro-chemical
processes of the human brain, they have synthesized new agents to manipulate all
neurological activities. Laser like high energy bundles of electro-magnetic waves set to a
point in various frequency ranges, cause incisive damage to body tissue or the central
nervous system. Every tool of clandestine high tech terror is explored for space based
deployment, hitting its target through a gliding probe – flying drone delivery system.
The data gathered in the project ‘Total Information Control’ are stored and evaluated by
high capacity data processing equipment. The data are machine scanned, deciphered,
analyzed in respect to credibility, significance, political intent, linguistic features and passed
on to the specific departments.
Operated from there are the production lines of toxic drugs and poison pellet delivery
systems, organized are logistical support of the global network of operatives and the
system of labor camps, which are supervised together with independently recruiting hit
teams under contract. The targets are sodomized out of life.
There is not one major security agency around the world that does not have its killing
fields. Also the military security department of NATO operates assassination squads to
eliminate foreign agents, who have damaged vital security areas, traitors, who sell security
related information, deserters, who are caught up with behind hostile lines, security risks,
who threaten to impair security operations, critics of military and secret policy goals, who
become a formidable voice in public, whistle blowers of internal corruption affairs.
The assassinations are priority operations, well organized, rapid and quiet. A small
intelligence court reviews the evidence, the target is pumped up with depot poison pellets,
isolated geographically, usually dispatched to a remote area, death follows in a break down
or an accident, a death certificate is issued, citing an apparent natural cause of death.
Where isolation of the target is not possible, a terminal disease like cancer is planted with
depot poison pellets.
Selected as guinea pigs for medical dissection camps are tenacious dissidents for punitive
action and loose prey, the dying in nursing homes and intensive care wards, socially
uprooted individuals, minorities in technologically under-developed areas, captured
freedom fighters, perceived as terrorists. Random population samples are taken for real
action simulation.
Tested are new classes of toxins for their physiological, neurological and psychological
effects on the human body, incubation time, selectivity of specific organs, side effects,
dosages, counter-poisons, recuperation time, traceability.
Hit teams plant the toxins with depot poison pellets and illegal listening and video devices
with a series of electro-chemical sensors in the scull, all vital organs, the digestive tract,
the muscles, the skin and all parts of the male or female reproductive system. The data are
collected electronically via amplifiers and satellite directly at the agency’s high tech center
for evaluation. In each case the death certificate shows an apparent natural cause of death.
The Government of Israel conducted guinea pig experiments on Palestinian freedom
fighters, taken prisoner, the Government of France developed its nerve gas program with
tests on FLN prisoners, - none survived and their ashes were scattered over the desert.
II

Targeted for labor camps of sadism and sodomy are mostly groups perceived as dissidents,
people advocating closer political oversight over the security agencies, human rights and
civil rights workers, especially those defending unpopular causes, radical groups of
minorities, sympathizers of and defectors from opposite ideological camps, drop outs from
military and secret service boot camps for second thoughts, prisoners convicted of heinous
crimes. The targets are manipulated through distortion of character, especially in respect to
their political and ethical standards, their intellectual sphere being suffocated in the suds of
prostitution. These labor camps set up around the world, blanketed with sodomy drugs are
entire regions, ethnic groups and political groups like the supporters of General Noriega
after the invasion of Panama through US troops in 1986. According to CIA policy, every
single citizen of Europe is to be sodomized at least once.
Hit teams mass drug foods in the chain from the field to the retailer, in restaurants, the
homes of the targets, fertilizers, the water supply, beverages and medication.
Contaminated with toxins, taken up through skin contact, are all objects of daily life like
clothing or personal hygiene articles. Massively employed are depot poison pellets, placed
by an operator via a carrier, an unknowing person or farm equipment, spun off
electronically over the food supply, contaminating it in storage for years, being set off
again to release the toxins, timed with the monitoring of the target groups.
Other hit teams pump up of non-uniformity susceptive individuals with depot poison
pellets, manipulating neurological processes. Often set off automatically on premarked
brain wave patterns, each of the capacities of the human brain is selectively stimulated or
suppressed to channel general behavior, equally emotions, despair, irritation, power
madness, elation. Wake awareness is blended with fixed images, in full scale psychological
terror attacked are several neurological processes simultaneously, not to allow relaxation.
In all the target’s’ identity, character, development and social interactions are stripped to
break down. US Military and NATO officers operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy at
the site of former Nazi concentration camps and also sodomize their female officers and
colleagues’ families in fornication contests.
For CIA gas chambers the same population groups are targeted as for labor camps of
sadism and sodomy. The nerve gases employed attack specific functions of the central
nervous system, wake awareness, memory, reaction or the peripheral nervous system with
coordination of movements, balance and flexibility. From industrial toxic gases often
carcinogens are used, reducing the efficiency of the pulmonary system and causing cancer
in the long term. In debasement of the dignity of man with his spiritual gifts, crippled are
intellectual and physical strengths, paralyzing the ability to perform tasks of daily life.
From cartridges gassed are entire streets, public places and buildings, cars, restaurants,
assembly halls and, in soluble form or floating as pellets, the water of public pools. The
electronic signal to set off the nerve gas pellets is timed for maximum toxic concentration
to engulf the target in the exposed area, if not its bedroom itself is used as death chamber.
Helmut Kohl and Benjamin Netanjahu operate CIA gas chambers at churches and the site
of former Nazi concentration camps.
In the project ‘Total Information Control’ operatives funnel illegal listening and video
devices into every household in the world, on every continent, every workplace, every
institution, phone and workstation to monitor the worldwide information flow in its entirety.
Every young adult is wired up to pursue him in all prayers, travels, intellectual and social
activities throughout all phases of the day, exceeding a span of over sixty years up to the
time of his demise. Brain wave pattern are recorded in the language controlling section of
the brain to decipher their thinking.
III

First priority in a labor camp of deception and perfidy is the establishment of a gapless
early warning system against security threats, any attempt towards publication of the
employment of illegal listening devices or of a target’s medical and legal evidence is cut
short incisively. Equally disadvantageous issues in public discussion are defused and
eliminated, in a next step entire political issues with all their fibers are surgically removed
from public awareness.
As facades are held up pubic images, a constitutional framework, basic freedoms, illusions
of human capability and convenience or of scientific progress, ensuring the way to
universal arbitration by reason alone, a welfare image of all government institutions. Image
fascism established, topped in deception, pretended are hypocritical, ethical standards,
application of rationality in all aspects of life, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving, raising of educational standards and the general health of
the population.
Labor camps of subversion and corruption are set up in foreign countries. With friendly
allies, mutual interests are regulated in cooperation agreements, however, the security
agency promotes its policy goals in any nation through direct political leverage, corruption
of the foreign political, industrial, financial and scientific communities through official
contacts, if necessary through bribery, extortion, recruitment, counseling, financial
sponsoring, partnerships and takeovers. Sold are proprietary information, also disinformation, special technologies, telecommunication systems, low cost credits, logistical
supplies and user rights, tools of clandestine high tech terror.
The agency’s operational base is broadened to acquire sufficient political influence to
realize the secret policy directives. Its main tools are always its undercover activities, its
network of operatives with sabotage teams and a system of labor camps to attack the
broad base of the population.
In a creeping, clandestine process of bestial subversion, secret policy goals and hit teams
have defiled human dignity, destroyed the democratic constitutions with their principles of
representation, solidarity, separation of powers, parliamentary oversight functions, and
also civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors. This perfidious reality with
sodomy of truth as a rule, as a breeding ground, fosters crime against mankind to shoot
into gigantic proportions.

IV

What lies beyond the blue mountains? Do not ask, - go there. Green - yellow - red leaves
drift with the wind and rustle along the floor, lifting one up, their backs read out poems,
without date, without headline, without signature, their grains fan and fray out. They whirl
into the plane to read it their lines. Philosophy is the art not to ask any backward
questions, the worst one to ask from the present, known, firm point of view: what lies
beyond? - The basic question to ask: what freedom does the plane beyond open up?
Truth, the light to all human endeavors, constitutes the common ground for dignity of man
with freedom of thought and movement and universal principles of unity and equality of all
mankind. Congruence of a description with a thought or thing, including description of the
speaker’s own intentions and conceptions, is a necessary requirement of all inter-human
relationships., without which they collapse. Truth is defined in the spiritual and each
intellectual field according to its object of study, intention and methodology, for example in
Christian theology as a comprehensive analysis towards innocence. The definitions in each
field are tied together by the correspondence principle to exhaust all available methods in
breath and depth to render an accurate description of the item at hand. All definitions
standing on equal level, complementary, to the point, take both extremes of positive and
negative consequences into view. As general conditions truth exists only in search for it,
exists only in public and only through fearless promotion.
Is there a divine plan to the course of the universe? What will a man expect after death? Is
there a divine Lord? Immature questions to ask, - spiritual questions can only be answered
from faith. The central message love of the poor, love of enemies, truth and justice, calls
for a life in fear of the Lord. Realized for example in one of many spiritual values like
justice, peace education or spiritual welfare and medical care for the dying, a man can
dedicate himself only to one or two in his life-time. The highest spiritual value a man can
achieve is humility. The task of religion, to lead people closer to God, constitutes raising
standards towards humility.
Spiritual leadership advances sound theology in restraint to the major issues of justice and
peace and development of the treasures of His Word first in respect to standards of truth
like through practice of non-power methods of example together with advice or where not
welcome fearless criticism. Against the despotic perversion of our times, man is to be
preserved in his holy image before the Lord and a being balanced in spiritual, intellectual,
ethical and emotional dimensions. Faith, a living organism, defended against heresies,
guarding the integrity of its message, on the other hand encourages criticism and
interpretation within the historic context.
What freedom does sound theology open up? – Freedom from idolatry. Pagan idols claim
power over man, they do not possess, they are not voices of truth and life. Truth is from
His Spirit and grants in repentance redemption, inner freedom from sin. Idols seduce into
allegiance to arbitrary, metaphysical-poetical forces to determine the fate of man. ‘Plated
with gold and silver, their tongues polished smooth by a craftsman, they are counterfeit
and have no power to speak’. (Baruch 6,7) They call for sacrifice, for life to be given to
vainglory, subjugation, destruction.
What position does man take in the universe? – None. There is nether an above nor a
below with metaphoric meaning. Man, reason recognizing, stands separate from nature.
The human faculties, intention and conception, with their tools, the mental operations,
description and comparison, in addition regarding categories of reason together with
observation, yield results, which are of certainty, objectively reconstructable. The measures
of reason, guarding its presupposition of true statements, are criticism of superstitions,
prejudices and ethical awareness.
V

In description and comparison of a thought or object, identified by its main characteristics,
the categories of reason are applied ingrained from experience, compounded from
observation, verified in a test or by a second observer. Regarded are space, time, quantity,
causality, inter-relationships, consequences, conglomeration, conditional and hypothetical
relationships. The human mind in its dynamics, in its degrees of freedom, has to recognize
the categories of reason as a boundary bet-ween nature, lifeless matter, flora, fauna and
his sphere of human concerns. The line of division is non-contradiction, standing free on
this side not to become self-destructive in one’s actions, evolves the human cosmos in its
spiritual, intellectual, ethical and emotional dimensions. Touching all aspects of daily life,
the demands of reason act as a constructive force in intellectual endeavors.
What freedom does reason open up? – Freedom from superstitions. Not applying given
categories of reason in one’s own fault, yields to phenomena of nature power over man,
they do not possess. Enlightenment teaches emancipation from animistic and mythopoetical ways of thought. Causalities do not penetrate beyond a layer of reality, a material
force does not cause an effect on an intellectual process and vice versa. Equally unfounded
are prejudices on grounds of race, color or sex. In superstition precautions against natural
disasters are not developed on true causes, ‘natural law’ are an arbitrary social order,
incessant feudal wars.
What is the given sense of life? – None. Man stands on his own. His world is created out of
his faculties, it is expressed in action and language. He has the tools to construct and
endow it. Man is guided by truth in his mental operations. Man is abstract, his intentions
and conceptions are sepa-rate from nature, reason recognizing, definite and given extent,
comprehensiveness, structure and qualities. Man is creative, he expands his world through
active imagination. His mental horizon is delineated by thoughts and objects out of his
degrees of freedom, choice of thought or object, characterization, background, interrelationships, development. Man is accountable, he can foresee and control the effects of
his mental and physical operations.
Constructing his own concepts in development on a human basis, man in maturity respects
his limitations and freedoms, civil rights of other people, capacities and means of his
faculties. Human basis, ambitions and choices of thoughts and objects give a
representation of an individual’s convictions. Boundaries of cognition open to expansion,
maturity, negatively expressed as self-restraint of individuality, does not advance claims
above itself like a nation’s culture to be the sole expression of human determination.
Convictions, a constructive force of individual development in a field of ethical pluralism
and competition of concepts, stand in the community of the Spirit of Man and innocence of
man and creation, as they act in awareness of ethical choices and work towards and
increase of benefits for his race and environment.
What freedom does maturity open up? – Freedom from illusions. A void in heart and mind
will accept fetishes with power over man, they do not possess. In illusion about human
capabilities and conveniences, it suits itself, protects its image, veils its view into the
future. Ever accelerating progress, projects not realizable, fata morganas on a dismantled
base, absorb human attraction. Progress in the natural sciences claims in the same way to
advance progress towards a pluralistic, tolerant society. Taught is application of rationality
in all areas of life, an illusionary, base, one focus mind of exploitation of laws of nature and
an environment of products from automation. Faith disregarded, reason distorted, Spirit of
Man and ethics eliminated, the driving historic forces today have become corruption,
fornication, extinction of mankind.

VI

Will the improvement of the human lot please everyone? – Hardly anybody, it raises
demands on man. How is an ethical guideline established? – Not at all. An ethical choice is
discovered, as there are indefinitely many inter-human relationships and brought to
awareness in each case. Ethics, the question, are all aspects of the thought or thing at
hand considered?, independently and out of reflection, does not allow itself to be deflected
from a past historical concept, now ossified, not regarding present day forces, or to seep
away in superficialities. It asks anew, are my conceptions of the present time a fair representation, are all relations and consequences of the item at hand un-covered, is the
major issue identified?
Ethics, taking up singular questions, remains non-systematic, non-scientific, negatively
expressed as a freedom from a scourge, for a moral value not to become a ready tool of
misuse. In restraint to a major issue, it collects its spearheads. It directs its appeal at the
conscience of the times, prevention of gross misdevelopments, education about interhuman relationships, investigation into scientific inter-dependencies, restatement of
universal principles of mankind. Training public self-awareness in reflection, ethics abhors a
violent, constitutional revolution, any suffocation of its basic human appeal.
Adequate ethical solutions are measured by their results. Out of a demonstration of the
disastrous consequences, resistance to corrective action will have to be broken down.
Addressed are the intention forming forces of the human mind, its driving forces,
circumscribing the dimensions of its world, their main direction and dynamics, its thoughts
or objects of desire, the character and back-ground of its adopted conceptions or desired
objects. An individual intention requires to be centered on a goal and training to speak out
in public, to act, to initiate a public investigation and prosecution. Refusing theories about
science, the measures of ethics have the central purpose to sharpen the question
identified.
What freedom does ethics open up? – Freedom from gross criminal corruption. Promoting a
benefit, touching all inter-human relationships, it acts as a constructive force in social
endeavors, as small group efforts in a field of worldwide ethical pluralism and competition
of concepts. To preserve a state of ethical freedom, where not a major present day conflict
determines political action, its practical task is to solve historic cases of corruption as all
major misdevelopments flow out of moral failure. The measures of ethics are therefore
precise, recognition of reason, identification of crime, restraint to major issues, results.
Ethical considerations arise out of every day observations. Drawing on business failures,
lawsuits, party conflicts, natural disasters, drama, examples out of history, the hypothetical
assumption of alternate human actions create awareness of ethical choices. Only this
choice, the ethical one against irrational dreams of the future, a new world unfolding
possibilities for man without reflection about himself, will further the human lot: utopia, a
social state, elevated by one step in awareness of inter-human actions with their
consequences.
Ethical freedom, correcting escalating conflicts wherever they arise, stands on guard
against con-torted ideological views as there is no political freedom without a balanced
view on life. Man’s inner freedoms of thought and movement, being balanced in spiritual,
intellectual, ethical and emotional dimensions, are brought to a collapse by corruption of
just one dimension. The four eckpunkte of man’s inner freedoms therefore are freedom
from idolatry, reason’s freedom, maturity’s freedom, ethical freedom.
The major issues of justice and peace today are worldwide inequities of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction and depletion of resources, clandestine high tech
terror. Nerve gases and bio-technological toxins as tools of despotic perversion, bestial
violations of basic human rights, cripple above all man’s inner freedoms, the equilibrium in
his faculties in their free choices. Any incision into the common genetic pool is irreversible.
In the past, in nature’s environment, man was fragile and dependent, in his own of high
tech products he is at the brink of extinction.
VII

The mental operations of the human mind are guided by presupposition of true statements
and precipitated as verifiable lines of reasoning the disciplines of logic and method. Logic,
an indirect means of cognition in opposition to direct observation, derives from a basic
statement, a term, through consequential reasoning a follow up statement, a conclusion.
Logic as a mental operation does not contribute any content, not already given in the basis
statement, but furnishes foremost proof.
Logic is accountability of identity. It is tied to an individual item or a restricted number of
items, which lie all within the field of man’s mental horizon. Like all mental operations it is
based on description of a thought or thing and comparison in at least a three step process:
the first item chosen gives the initial state, a second item or a relation is set in comparison,
the item found in conclusion yields the final state, which needs to be verified if possible by
more than one method. The logical operations allow a survey over a statement’s
consequences, indication of significance and exclusion of non-parameters. The line of
reasoning should not be broken arbitrarily to exclude in the chain of consequences major
results. Without correspondence between item and form of expression, a purely formal
logic remains speculative.
Establishing identity, an item is described through observation of all major characteristics,
looking at it from all sides like walking around a statue. The observations and
measurements, expressed in clear and precise terms, citing central meaning and scope
within a genus structure, are documented over all steps in data protocols. The second item
or relation introduced is equally described in detail. The relation can be application of an
operator like a junctor, distributor, modal factor; introduction of a physical or intentional
human force with causality, mere inter-relationship, dependency, gradual, long term
influence; a cumulative mass effect. The comparison requires a yardstick of qualitative and
quantitative measurement, objectively reproducible, sufficient to determine all
characteristics and degrees of congruence – non-congruence.
A case study, a construction of two items, one inter-relationship, one yardstick, can be
expanded as a finite class of objects into a composite case study, a model or a structured
system as an ap-proximation to an event or phenomena in reality. A system is required to
be finite, complete, contra-diction free and in its premises concise and independent. In all
classes of case studies practical results dominate, they are not suited for delineation of
epistemological boundaries. On the contrary, required is a clear outline of conditions,
approximations and abstractions, choice of class of objects, inter-relationships, measures
of comparison. Because within man’s mental horizon there are indefinitely many
relationships, also causalities do not penetrate different layers of reality, a general logical
space does not exist.
Theoretical logic also differentiates the purposes of comparison according to point of
observation: in- and extensional; to kind: categorical, conditional, modal, universal; to
class: direct, syllogistical; to principle: bi- and multivalency, extensionality; to field of
application: mathematical, deontical.
The oldest and largest field of logical studies developed the processes of deduction and
reduction, mostly known as induction. As description and comparison in respect to class,
quality, quantity, feature and relationship, the deduction progresses from a base item to a
conditional item, it being included in the first, - in reverse direction the reduction regresses
from a conditional item to a gene-ralizing one, retrieving the basis statement. Extensive
application is found within the natural scien-ces in establishment of working hypothesis,
design of experiment and subsequent verification.
Another case is given in the description and comparison in respect to a state before and
after com-bination of at least two items. Junctor logic structures sentences on defined
terms, parameters and links like conjunction, adjunction, negation to form a set of
functions between sentences, tabulated in truth tables, where the status of each sentence
is always determined. Quantor logic expands the logical formalism by predicate parameters
and punctuation marks, by which all elementary sentences are determined in validity,
existence and conclusions. Generalizing sentences are defined as indefinite conjunctions.
VIII

Out of abandonment of faith, conviction, ethics and distortion of reason, man has lost the
capacity to fill any of his endeavors with real substance. He has lost his human basis. Out
of lack, out of a single motive crime, he holds up images of himself and his environment.
There is not one constructive element left in his ambitions. A human void needs
orientation. Political, economic and scientific illusions are employed as stratagems to
channel behavior through motivation. An illusion has these major characteristics:
An illusion denies human limitations and freedoms, boundaries that can expand, but not be
expel-led into exile. Human understanding remains within the capacities and means of
cognition, being bound to himself in faculties, reflection, competence, manageability, his
social achievements are dependent on inter-human relationships, cooperation and with it
ethical awareness. Inner freedoms, development of human faculties in free choices and
balance in dimensions are supplanted by a single purpose mind, design of a goods
abundant, perfect service, complacent, because de-sires satisfied , human environment.
In constitutional democracies issues of vital understanding are military and general security
policies, a balance of interest groups representing all major population groups, legal
verification of civil liberties. Political illusions, suppressing public discussion about democratic tenets, have abrogated the human basis of self-determination and government by
the people.
Scientific illusions, claiming ever accelerating progress to realize projects of ambition, new
sociological models, are on scrutiny not realizable, mental fetishes that deceive in the end
hope, trust, good will.
Immovable as facades remain images of appearance like constitutionality of all government
acts to protect despotic perversion in recognition of statesmanship in the history of one’s
people. To this end also all political and sociological processes need to be controlled
minutely. Public criticism is eliminated with the tools of image fascism.
The predominant illusions today are human capability and convenience, mastery of nature,
a super scientific world, automation of man’s environment, every service available out of a
high tech vending machine, the one eyed robot its symbol. Man’s inner freedoms are
superseded with technological creativity, enhanced are bio-chemical and neurological
processes. Human genetic codes are rendered bio-technological programmable. Progress in
the natural sciences claims in the same way to advance social progress towards a value,
prejudice, conflict free, multibalanced, educated society. Advancements through the dynamics of a pluralistic society are to follow scientifically proven methodological lines and
any gross violation of civil rights can be disregarded as a diminishing side product. A shift
to intellectual activities through progressive industrialization and creation of wealth,
worldwide communication networks and globalization of markets are also gradually to
reduce the gaping inequities in the distribution of goods and services.
Illusions of technological progress teach application of rationality in all areas of life as a
reason based, scientific way of thought, - a distortion of reason. In a false claim attaching
themselves to reason, technological phantasms en vogue advance their single purpose
mind and single method mental process. The natural sciences recognize the categories of
reason as universal conditions, nature being self-governed by causality to derive laws of
nature by means of observation and experiment to render their effects qualitatively and
quantitatively measurable and with it predictable. The natural cosmos as a whole is thought
to be ordered according to a set of laws, unified in a single theory of forces. Progress in a
scientific sense strives for an increase in cognition to achieve in its derived laws of nature
closer approximation to objective structures of reality. – On the other hand rational
considerations, their domain practical applications, not tied to events of nature, add a
quality of usability to an object in most cases. Tackling individual tasks at hand according
to a causality or a relationship present, they gain economic efficiency, functionality,
accessibility for example. Suited to devise applications out of laws of nature, rationality has
become the vehicle of their technological exploitation and commercialization of products.
IX

The dominant forces in government, industry, the sciences and the press today will not
allow any crack to be torn into the welfare image of their institutions and hold up as pillars
of democracy equally inviolable in image the principles of constitutionality of all government acts, basic liberties of right to life, freedom and security, privacy, absence of
degrading treatment, universality of public law enforcement, responsibility in the freedom
of the press and in scientific research and development.
The political stratagems of deception are screen covered by ethical standards in hypocrisy,
in pretense and crime. Political goals are said to be raising of educational standards and the
general health of the population, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving, cooperation in teams, work ethics. The spiritual, political
and leaders of the sciences of our times, while every year in January commemorate the
liberation of the Auschwitz extermination camp by Russian troops, advance their private
ambitions with any method of image fascism, the techniques of clandestine high tech terror
against whole population groups.
Utopia
Dehumanized in CIA gas chambers,
Labor camps of sadism and sodomy,
They moan with severed tongues,
Will these crimes be stopped,
Will people arrest their hurried steps
To expose these boils before the light.
They beg with crippled hands
To be granted a base of dignity,
Air to breathe, not being gassed,
Bread to eat, not being contaminated.
Their prayers look up to the Lord,
Their dying hopes to countries
That do not tolerate depravities,
To be set free from their chains.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA,
BND, etc…., evolving since forty years, escalated the investigation into these crimes into a
dirty war of global dimensions against the personnel of these agencies, especially a nerve
gas and poison pellet war against the BND on g
German soil and fuel a fornication race of all major parties in despotic perversion to gain
predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror.
Financing has been increased worldwide for an array of large scale research programs, in
goal and method of human depravity, for field testing of new classes of toxins, for
production lines of toxic drugs, for poison pellet delivery systems, telecommunication and
high capacity data processing equipment and for networks of operatives. They drive ahead
with the project ‘Total Information Control’. They cut short incisively any attempt towards
publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or of a target’s medical and legal
evidence. Sodomized to death are all proponents of an effective clean up of these crimes
through publication, prosecution and the establishment of public, reliable safeguards.
Not taking a single measure of basic humanity, they defiled human dignity, destroyed the
democratic constitutions and also civilization worldwide through sodomizing the truth to
death in blasphemy of maturity, blasphemy of reason and blasphemy of ethics. The major
parties and security agencies, who profess to clean up these crimes, propagate the total
lie, suppressing in the name of humanity the publication of the unleashing of the multiple,
uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind. They say: ‘only through this chimney,
illegal listening devices and poison pellets, you will get out of here’.
X

Theresienstadt 05 09 97
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the CIA, BND, FSB (KGB), the leaders of the Governments of the US and
Russia, the leaders of the US Military, the leaders of the Governments of France, Great
Britain, Germany and some of German Industry, the President of South Africa and the
Jewish People and equally the majority of people, who claim to clean up these crimes.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging tens of thousands of
people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, spraying thousands of people a year with concen trated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They develop in their laboratories new drugs in the intent of specific dysfunction of
individual systems of the human body, applying advanced bio -technologies to create
new, devastating dangers to human health.
These crimes, the destruction of all human standards, the integrity of truth and the
integrity of life, aim to sodomize the Holy Spirit to death, though not possible to
achieve.
Waste cans are tossed by the wind,
Their tinkle subsides, though it blows:
I speak with a whispering voice,
I gently unfold your eyes
To spread out a new landscape,
Where I name plants and flowers,
I grant you solace in my palms, in peace,
My words, gestures and promise are clear:
Pass on my love to all mankind.
The majority of people, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc…
- wage in the name of humanity a dirty war of global dimensions against the
personnel of these agencies, especially a nerve gas war against t he BND on German
soil to satisfy their feeding frenzy. They do not brand mark these depraved policies,
stop short financing and research capacities, dismantle production facilities and
technical equipment or eliminate any significant part of nerve gas stockpiles.
- operate massive labor camps of sadism and sodomy and massive CIA gas chambers
to eliminate all proponents of an effective clean up of these crimes and the
establishment of public, reliable safeguards. For example a target’s bedroom is
employed as death chamber, trapped with nerve gas- and poison pellets, set off and
being monitored via transmitters and illegal listening and video devices.
- subvert in the name of basic liberties the constitutions of the major western
industrialized nations, suppress any evidence of illegal listening and video devices
or a target’s legal or medical evidence, rule their countries in perfidy to satisfy their
hypocrisy. For example marriage is depraved by gathering data out of bedroom,
bed and genital organs, how children are procreated out of state prostitution.

- dehumanize man’s intellectual sphere by prying in on a target’s prayers, hopes and
intellectual endeavors for the purpose of sadistic crippledom to satisfy their
cynicism. For example a workplace is depraved by measurement of a target’s
performance often under the effects of nerve gas or toxic drugs, employing illegal
listening and video devices.
- develop in their labs bio-technological drugs and other tools of clandestine high
tech terror, multiplying the uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind to
satisfy their manipulative obsession. Newly developed drugs are field tested for
their lethal effects on the dying, employing illegal listening and video devices to
record results.

Sachsenhausen 09 25 97
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revi ved in their
beginnings by the CIA, BND, FSB (KGB), the leaders of the Governments of the US and
Russia, the leaders of the US Military, the leaders of the Governments of France, Great
Britain (at least until recently), Germany and some of German Industry, the President
of South Africa and the Jewish People and equally about all the major parties, who
claim to clean up these crimes, like the leaders of the Governments of India and some
Arabic countries, among them Saudi Arabia.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging hundreds of
thousands of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, spraying tens of thousands of people a year with
concentrated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, intercepting in excess of one
billion conversations a day.
These crimes, the destruction of all human standards, the integrity of life and the
integrity of truth, could be publicized in a heart beat.
Any major government or party around the world, which claims to clean up the crimes
of the CIA, BND, etc… could publicize these gross human rights violations to initiate a
comprehensive investigation, uprooting them wherever they are, prosecute the of fenders and establish worldwide reliable safeguards.
However, they operate in inversion of mind and predominance of perfidy massively
illegal listening and video devices in violation against the Spirit of Man and the
innocence of man and creation, as man in his endeavors follows ethical guidelines and
works towards an increase of benefits for his race and environment.
They want to be known before God to physically fornicate on the Bible.
They want to be known before man to hang his free voice head down.
They intercept any phone line and attach illegal listening and video devices to the
target’s body, his living quarters, all areas at work, transmitting via amplifiers and
satellite, pursuing it in all prayers, travels and intellectual activities throughout all
phases of the day, exceeding a span of over twenty years. The direct purposes are
psychological suppression, pornographic slander and disenfranchisement of individual
legal rights.

For complete control over political processes they manipulate public opinion,
disadvantageous issues are defused and eliminated and the constitution is abrogated
with its principles of separation of powers, basic guaranties and legal rights of citizens.
Especially sup-pressed are evidence of illegal listening and video devices and a
target’s legal and medical evidence. See the decision of the European Commission of
Human Rights, Application No 33445/96 from 11 28 96.
They dehumanize every facet of life, the dignity of man with his freedoms of thought
and movement, all standards of decency and all human and social values to create a
human landscape without plants, fields, rivers, the country barren, the statue of the
one-eyed robot dilapidated, except for barbed wire camps, where every babe of the
Spirit of Man is slaughtered.
People, who draw an information out of an illegal listening and video device, acquiesce
in the massive collection and storage of these data, of themselves, their parents, their
children and their people, where the targets are tagged in their bedrooms, beds,
showers and toilets and reproductive organs. Such kind of people do not have the
inner strength to fight for any moral issue. The crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… could be publicized over night.

Chelmno upon Ner 10 29 97
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the CIA, BND, FSB (KGB), the leaders of the Governments of the US and
Russia, the leaders of the US Military, the leaders of the Governments of France, Great
Britain (at least until recently), Germany and some of US and German Industry, the
President of South Africa and the Jewish People and equally about all the major
parties, who claim to clean up these crimes, like the leaders of the Governments of
India and some Arabic Countries, among them Saudi Arabia.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging hundreds of
thousands of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, spraying tens of thousands of people a year with
concentrated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, intercepting in excess of one
billion conversations a day.
Who loves his fellowmen in respect of basic humanity also loves all mankind, which
allows to postulate the unity of mankind as a universal principle. It constitutes a
higher value than those established by a group of people, an ideology of a sociological
class or the unity within a community of faith. When a society is confronted with a
case of criminal spiritual or criminal intellectual corruption, our human responsibility
denies to exclude any part of a population from the other, but demands to de monstrate the benefits of universal human rights, which for example yield as a merit
reconciliation, peace, a worthy name to any enterprise. It is alone for the sake of
social order that gross violations are physically arrested.
The first step of justice requires the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc…, the destruc tion of
the integrity of truth and the integrity of life and of all human standards, to be
publicized to initiate a comprehensive investigation, to uproot them wherever they
are, to prosecute the offenders and to establish worldwide, reliable safeguards.
However, about all the major parties, who claim to clean up theses crimes, escalate
the investigation into these crimes into a dirty war of global dimensions against the
personnel of these agencies, especially a nerve gas war against the BND on german
soil and extend it into all areas of political, economic, scientific and cultural life to gain
predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror. They finance large
scale research programs in goal and method of human depravity. New drugs are b eing
developed in the intent of specific dysfunction of the human body, applying advanced
bio-technologies, having created new, devastating dangers to human health.
The warning to mankind, the genocide in Nazi extermination camps, human depravity
in inversion of mind and hate of other people will lead to the extinction of all mankind,
is being disregarded.
Faith, conviction and Spirit of Man are being defended through fornication.

Justice has been reduced to a prostitute.
Government agencies like the CIA, BND, FSB (KGB) or Mossad, whose policies of
arbitrary assassinations are publicly known, are not being shut down. The Offices of
the District Attorney and Parliamentary Oversight Committees around the world
suppress evidence of illegal listening and video devices and the targets' legal evidence,
according to German Law (StGB) High Treason ($81,1,1 $92,2,2), Murder ($211),
Poisoning(§§229, 319, 330a) and Confidentiality of the Spoken Word (§201,2,1).
Government agencies in cooperation with oversight agencies over the medical field
forcibly cover up the targets' medical evidence through falsification of death
certificates, false diagnoses and failure to render any medical aid. See the decision of
the European Commission of Human Rights Application 33445/9 6 from 11 28 96.
The press, reflecting hear-say and not promoting formation of well founded public
opinions with report of facts, analyses and options, with only singular exceptions, does
not exercise its fourth power watch dog functions. It applies to re ality standards of
illusion, entertainment, sensation, gloss and superficiality. It will not tear a crack into
the welfare image of government institutions, public prosecution and the medical field.
Not one of the press organs worldwide has exposed the fatal consequences of CIA,
BND, etc… human rights violations, but expound the political leaders in their depraved
political ambitions.
No information campaign is being conducted about the tools of clandestine high tech
terror and their devastating dangers to human health. No justice is possible without a
public, comprehensive inquiry. No real, decisive action, no legal measure to correct
gross misdevelopments and to eliminate these weapons in he future is being taken, no
escape from oppression in depravity is left, - but in consequence to force despair, hate
of the perpetrators' culture, institutions and representatives and to incite counter
terrorism on a gigantic scale.
Peace has been reduced to a prostitute.
The CIA, BND, etc… and equally about all the major parties, who claim to clean up
these crimes, pick people at random from the street corner to pass them from labor
camp of deception and perfidy to labor camp of deception and perfidy, from CIA gas
chamber to CIA gas chamber, from labor camp of sadism and sodomy to labor camp of
sadism and sodomy and from extermination chamber to extermination chamber.
In most cases the targets' intellectual lives, their professional and social careers, are
blocked down by toxic drugs and nerve gases, largely paralyzing the central nervous
system, their character in convictions and confidence are debased by CIA sodomy
drugs an then their bodies pumped up with toxins in all vital organs are left as
vegetable winding in annihilation.

They commit any excess of depravity conceivable:
They operate CIA gas chambers at the sites of former Nazi con-centration camps.
They operate and cover up the operation of CIA gas chambers on the anniversary of
the birth day of Adolf Hitler.
They physically gas the letters of the admonition 'Never Again'.
They conduct and cover up the field testing of experimental, lethal drugs on the dying
in intensive care wards and nursing homes.
They combine CIA sodomy drugs as a prelude with a lethal dosage of a heart drug.
They sodomize Heads of State.
People stirred up and crippled on this level of hate are driven to commit any crime,
including the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of
mankind.
The bastards of bestiality will dig earth's grave.

Stutthof 05 01 98
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their
beginnings by the CIA, BND, FSB (KGB), the Leaders of the Governments of the US
and Russia, Germany, Great Britain, France, India (at least until recently), Vietnam,
the President of South Africa, the King of Saudi Arabia, the Jewish people, the leaders
of the US Military, some within NATO, the Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court, most
of US and German Industry and about all the major parties and security agencies, who
claim to clean up these crimes.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging hundreds of
thousands of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, spraying tens of thousands of people a year with
concentrated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billions
of videos, conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
Not one person in the world has conducted a public information campaign about the
tools of clandestine high tech terror and their multiple, uncontrol -led dangers of the
extinction of mankind.
Not one person in the world has insured individuals the legal right to defend
themselves against illegal listening and video devices or high treason, murder and
poisoning through drugging or nerve gas attacks as committed by these agencies.
Not one person in the world has followed his legal obligations, but violates statutes of
crime by omission, most also consent to a crime, formation of a terrorist organization,
incitement of the people, incitement to a crime and glorification of violence.
Not one person in the world has established public, medical evidence to determine the
causality of the toxins affecting the central nervous system, the cardio -vascular and
pulmonary systems, metabolism and the reproductive organs as employed by these
agencies and to render adequate medical care.
About all the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of
the CIA, BND, etc..., evolving since forty years, escalated the investigation into these
crimes into a dirty war of global dimensions against the person nel of these agencies,
especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war against the BND on German soil. In a
creeping, clandestine process of bestial subversion, having attached a stigma of state
prostitution and gas chambers to entire nations, they have destroyed basic human
standards and with it civilization worldwide in government, finance, economics,
industry, the sciences and the arts as a breeding ground for crimes against mankind to
shoot into gigantic proportions. To gain predominance in all tools of cl andestine high
tech terror, they finance an array of large scale research programs, in goal and
method of human depravity. New drugs are being developed in the intent of specific
dysfunction of individual system of the human body, applying advanced biotechnology, having created new, devastating dangers to human health.
Truth has been sodomized to death.
I

Truth is first of all human truth. The light to all human endeavors, it extends as far as
man’s mental horizon, his self-awareness, where he visualizes his thoughts and
objects, in range from spiritual ambition to nature as it pertains to man. It expands as
a new though or discovery is added, fixes to a point in a description the characteristics
at hand in comprehensiveness, the extent, the structure, the qualities, their relations
and consequences. The thought is ex-pressed in action or language. Truth, equal to
congruence of a description with a thought or thing requires exactness and measures
of reason. The characteristics are arrived at in method mainly through com-parison.
The intentions and conceptions of man however are not only determined by a
description of the thing at hand, but in freedom of thought also by ethical guidelines.
Missing ethical considerations, man will not adhere to exactness an d reason, but fall
into corruption of truth, self-deception, gross injustices with self-destruction in excess.
An ethical sentence promotes a benefit. Though most often misused to gather
manpower and advance giant cultural achievements, ethics touches on all social
questions of man’s mental horizon and establishes an independent, parallel standing
mental sphere, all inter-human relationships with their consequences. Ethics grows out
of reflection, outside the original environment, aloof in comparison and c onsiders
hypothetical courses of action in all straits aside from present facts. Taking up singular
questions, it remains non-systematic, negatively expressed, its driving force being
social pointed curiosity, as philosophy is the art to ask questions, its definition the
question: are all aspects of the thought or thing at hand considered? In method it
leads through example and advice, - where not welcome through fearless criticism.
The intentions and conceptions of man however are not only determined by a
description of the thing at hand and ethical reflections, but also by transcend -dental
questions of man before God. Lacking faith, conviction or Spirit of Man, the most
insidious of criminal, spiritual corruptions, man abandons ethical considerations,
exactness and reason to disfigure truth beyond recognition.
The integrity of truth is a figure of faith. Truth is the Body of Christ. The task for the
spiritual leaders of our times is to raise general awareness in ethics, reason and Spirit
of Man to preserve man as a being, balanced in spiritual, intellectual and emotional
dimensions. It calls first to raise standards of truth, in each case a comprehensive
analysis towards innocence. The spiritual demands of our times, setting up a bulwark
against the multiple, disastrous con-sequences out of misapplications of modern day
technologies, are:
- refrain from violence
- restriction to non-power methods
- restraint to the major issues of justice and peace
Their common question is: are the basic rights of individuals legally verified?

II

Truth is advanced in humility. Its task is to serve. Its thought or object wants first to
help the poorest among the poor. The service is rendered selflessly without keeping an
account by the speaker.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes and pretend to
eradicate them 100%, to hide their hypocrisy about the scum of depra vity, will not allow anyone individual the legal right to defend himself
against despotic perversion, as the BND extracts the odorous essence of human sperm to spray it concentrated out of depot poison
pellets, set off and monitored electronically via satellite, on people’s
clothing.
Truth upholds a benefit. It aims to improve the condition or knowledge of the present
state. It is useful. On the side of the speaker this requires a self-de-scription of his
intentions and background.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes, at heart to
preserve formal respectability, exercise stratagems of deception about
themselves, their concern for humanity and basic liberties to hide their
cynicism about mass murder, civil war, epidemics, famines, disparity
of wealth, destruction of the environment, the death of millions of
people.
Truth describes the thought or thing at hand with accuracy. Truth exists only in search
of it. It exists only in public. It exists only in fearless promotion.
Truth speaks in the tongue of His word to speak His good news in His given order for
man, to explain and to teach.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes, while drawing
information out of illegal listening and video devices, physically for nicate on the Bible at the breakfast table in front of their parents and
children and at their agencies argue, how to sodomize all proponents of
publication of these crimes, prosecution and the establishment of
safeguards to death best, for example through inducement of tumors in
the brain or the sexual organs.
Truth grants guidance in His light to imbue hope over darkness, fear of the Lord,
forgiveness, justice peace.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes draw informa tion out of illegal listening and video devices within the body of their
targets, their genital organs and digestive tracts down to the toilet
bowl, to record physiological data and many agencies on millions of
people a day brain wave patterns in the language controlling section to
decipher their
thoughts as an early warning system to resistance and to
forestall an
embarrassment.
III

Truth heals through the touch of His hand from blindness to reveal His king -dom and
dignity of man as His holy image.
The sound eye disassociates itself from gross corruption in thought or thing within its
mental horizon. Reflecting the landscape of His realm, it disclaims them with
determination. It stands free, quietly. It develops a rational, ade -quate course of
action to arrest disastrous consequences.
To cripple the spiritual, intellectual and physical strength of their political opponents, the leading atomic powers including Germany and Israel
in face of admonition of Nazi extermination camps operate CIA gas
chambers on the anniversary of the birthday of Adolf Hitler as a sign of
their execution methods, gassing buildings, trains, cars, entire streets
objects of daily use and public and private toilets.
Truth flows with His holy breath out of his love for life, especially the integrity of the
individual, the community and the succession of generations.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes, cursing Christ
to be born out of fornication, tolerate in public silence CIA, BND, etc…
mass druggings, contaminating with depot poison pellets the water and food supplies of millions of people, of entire regions for years, especially
for Christmas time, and in the same grain sell their own children into
state prostitution.
Truth reflects His holy name, having conquered sin in spiritual rebirth to love enemies
over hate of other people and inversion of mind. It acts in generosity.
About all the people, who claim to clean up these crimes, holding up
front illusions like human capability and convenience or scientific and
social progress, acquiesce in public silence to the massive measurement
of brain wave patterns of targets during sexual activity, intending to
design CIA sodomy drugs according to individual profiles and to drug
and delude them with as ‘natural perceived’ sodomy drugs.
About all the people, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… breathe
the truth about these crimes as odorous essence of human sperm through their brains
and hearts.
Truth has been sodomized to death.
The extinction of mankind is inevitable.

IV

Natzweiler -- Struthof 09 12 98
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
These crimes, the worst in the history of mankind, are being revived in their beginnings by the CIA, BND,
FSB (KGB), the leaders of the governments of the US, Russia, Germany, Great Britain, France, Japan,
Vietnam, India (at least until recently), Saudi Arabia, the Sudan, the Jewish People, the President of
South Africa, the leaders of the US Military and NATO, the Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court, most
of US and German Industry, for example the CEOs of Textron, Mercedes Benz and VW – Audi, and about
all the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up these crimes or to render medical help
anonymously.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, mass drugging millions of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve gas and
industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billion of videos,
conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, NATO,
etc…, are setting up in competition with these agencies clandestine high tech power centers as pillars of
political might, from where to pursue secret policy goals: national strength, economic vitality,
technological superiority, ideological uniformity and with it complete control over political processes. In
despotic perversion to gain predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror, they
finance an array of large scale research programs, in goal and method of human depravity.
Applying advanced bio-technology, especially genetics, they develop new drugs in the intent of specific
dysfunction of individual systems of the human body through the inducement of controlled mutation of
gene sequences or their replacement by non- or dysfunctioning sequences. Via transplantation on
suitable carriers, they are transferred in single applications or epidemically.
Out of research into bio- and electro-chemical processes of the human brain, they have synthesized new
agents to manipulate all neurological activities, wake awareness, concentration, emotional state,
controlled through the central nervous system, and all motoric and sensitive functions, controlled through
the peripheral system. Induced modes are stimulation, compulsory activity, in- sensitivity, permanent
destruction of functionality, malignant growth.
They drive ahead with the project ‘Total Information Control’, the monitoring of the worldwide information
flow in its entirety, in the military field as well as politics, the sciences, finance, economics, education, the
arts and the press, here to secure complete control over the channeling of public issues in discussion.
Wired up with illegal listening and video devices are every household in the world, on every continent,
every workplace, every public and private institution, every workstation. Manipulating political,
sociological, individual neurological processes, every individual’s brain wave patterns are to be recorded
in the language controlling section of the brain to decipher their thinking. Financing has been increased
worldwide for production lines of toxic drugs and poison pellet delivery systems, tele-communication and
high capacity data processing equipment and networks of operatives.
While the various security agencies conduct a dirty war of global dimensions against each other,
especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war against the personnel of the BND on German soil, the
people, who profess to help the victims with medication pellets anonymously or to provide direct security,
sodomize to death all proponents of an effective clean up of these crimes through publication,
prosecution and the establishment of public, reliable safeguards.
I

There is harmony everywhere. Looking around from a hill over a landscape in the kingdom of God, the
land is fertile, but is not being plowed, the pines give shade in groups, but do not thicken to un-penetrable
forests, their tops bowing in the wind, though you might not understand their whispers. You hear the
songs of the children, where the poorest of all creatures have found refuge and so-lace. There is
abundance of love you cannot all grasp with your hands. Their words say: ‘In all of creation love the
poorest of the poor, with all creation love your enemies too.’ The oppressors have found no entrance
here, but they have grown out of life like you and have never been able to touch your faith. Out of
freedom of thought and action, out of the ability to distinguish and to act in choice, man gains cognition, to hate one’s enemies is to forge a sword out of one’s eyesight, a shot out of a song and a stone out of
creation.
To distinguish good and evil, to dispense justice out of generosity, will advance peace and uplift the
oppressed. In prevention of the disastrous consequences of massive, criminal corruption, they are
restated again:
A political ambition that is not based on an ethical value, is not sustainable, but to collapse. – A disrespect of a basic human right like the dignity of man, will lead in excess to self-destruction.
Any gross criminal corruption, especially crimes out of human depravity, not being publicized, given the
tools of modern technology, will cause the extinction of mankind.
The development of an adequate solution to the crimes of the spiritual, political, civic and leaders of the
sciences of our times is derived out of ethics. Promoting a benefit, touching all inter-human relationships, it acts as a constructive force in social endeavors, as small group efforts in a field of
worldwide, ethical pluralism and concepts. To preserve a state of ethical freedom, where not a major
present day conflict determines political action, its practical task is to solve historic cases of corruption as
all major misdevelopments flow out of moral failure. The measures of ethics are therefore precise:
recognition of reason, identification of crime, restraint to major issues, results.
Ethics, the question, are all aspects of the thought or thing at hand considered, independently and out of
reflection, does not allow itself to be deflected from a past historic concept, now ossified, not regarding
present day forces, or to seep away in superficialities. It asks anew, are my conceptions of the present
time a fair representation, are all relations and consequences of the item at hand un-covered, is the
major issue identified?
Ethics, taking up singular questions, remains non-systematic, non-scientific, negatively expressed as a
freedom from a scourge, for a moral value not to become a ready tool of misuse. In restraint to a major
issue, it collects its spearheads. It directs its appeal at the conscience of the times, prevention of gross
misdevelopments, education about inter-human relationships, investigation into scientific interdependencies, restatement of universal principles of mankind. Training public self-awareness in
reflection, ethics abhors a violent, constitutional revolution, any suffocation of its basic human appeal.
Adequate ethical solutions are measured by their results. Out of a demonstration of the disastrous
consequences, resistance to corrective action will have to be broken down. Addressed are the intention
forming forces of the human mind, its driving forces, circumscribing the dimensions of its world, their
main direction and dynamics, its thoughts or objects of desire, the character and back-ground of its
adopted conceptions or desired objects, further evaluated by comprehensiveness, extent and qualities
like determination. An individual intention requires to be centered on a goal and training to speak out in
public, to act, to initiate a public investigation and prosecution. Refusing theories about science, the
measures of ethics have the central purpose to sharpen the question identified.
Ethics out of the driving force of social pointed curiosity widens in scope into the furthest extending of all
rational contemplations. It establishes examples for man to learn out of history, its narration and
explanation, out of the interpretation of a human situation in a given time, out of hypothesis of alternate
options for action, out of an utopia, a vision of a possible state of social affairs, or it sets demands on
behavior out of inspiration from faith. Ethics leads to the open gallery of interpretation of human
conditions.
II

The people, who profess to help the victims with medication pellets anonymously and the majority of the
parties, who provide direct security, the executioners in the labor camps of sadism and sodomy, perform
the dirty work. Hit teams operate globally as specialized departments of the CIA, BND, NATO, etc….,
supported by their agencies’ or organizations’ logistical networks. The larger number of operatives recruit
mostly independently in contract to a major security agency. They claim under the cover of emergency
help to have done the very best for the victims, while in first priority they suppress analytical, biochemical evidence of the toxins employed and with it the establishment of legal proof. Any attempt
towards publication of their massive human rights violations is cut short incisively. The policy of arbitrary
assassinations of the major security agencies is insured sufficient room. None of the target is slated for
recovery, adequate medical care in a clinical environment is excluded.
Some hit teams, like the illegitimate children of Josef Mengele, have specialized in the support of their
agencies’ clandestine research and development of experimental, often lethal drugs. Conducting field
testing on selected targets and random population samples, on the living and the dying, the
physiological, neurological and psychological effects of new classes of toxins are collected electronically
and via satellite transmission directly at the agency’s high tech center available for data evaluation.
Other hit teams, like the SS Totenkopf Verbände, concentrate on the manipulation of sociological
processes. In hand with the project of total control over the worldwide information flow, all of nonuniformity susceptive persons are being monitored and manipulated through distortion of character,
especially in respect to their political convictions and ethical standards. Electro-chemical sensors being
implanted in the scull and all vital organs, the digestive tract, the muscles, the skin and all parts of the
male or female reproductive system, they are followed up in their living and working environments,
including their prayers, travels, intellectual and social activities to pursue them throughout all phases of
the day, exceeding a span of over sixty years up to the time of their demise. Together with the
measurement of brain wave patterns, thoughts, the state of wake aware-ness, psychological drive,
nervous sensitivity, emotions and sexual orientation are readable.
On the scale of tens of millions or targets worldwide, they are being pumped up with depot poison pellets,
which are set off electronically to release the toxins into the bloodstream in reaction to pre-marked
neurological processes. Each of the capacities of the human brain is selectively stimulated or suppress
to channel general behavior. Technical curiosity is elevated, theological questions are deflected for
example. The overall level of concentration, memory, reaction, emotional sensitivity and physical
endurance are reduced. Specific physical actions are induced like taking revenge on an outpointed
person through a combination of mind and emotion flaring drugs in synergistic en-forcement. Combat
actions are supported through conscience and emotion blockers, any impulse for violence then being
unrestricted. Psychological dependency of a target is created through an operator’s advice and help with
simultaneous inducement of diffidence. For an active purpose or psychological terror, where the target is
attacked in all neurological processes simultaneously, not to allow relaxation, manipulated is every
emotion: despair, depression, anger, irritation, fear, paranoia, coarseness, recklessness, power madness, contentedness, sympathetic feelings, elation. Wake awareness is blended with fixed images like
the news picture of an accident, which are brought back to mind in daily sequence, also induced in
dreams at night. In all the target’s identity, character, development and social interactions are crippled,
not mutated, but stripped to break down. On the social level, the target is isolated, in its professional work
capped, family and welfare safety nets ripped, disenfranchised and dehumanized. It is to die on the
streets.
The hit teams, professing to help the victims anonymously or claiming to provide direct security, observe
BND operatives, spraying people’s clothing with the odorous essence of human sperm, wherever they
can worldwide, to monitor the targets’ psychological reactions to these attacks in their brain wave
patterns.

III

In a creeping, clandestine process of bestial subversion, the hit teams have defiled human dignity, the
standards of decency and social behavior, the fibers of any community, destroyed the democratic
constitutions with their principles of representation, solidarity, separation of powers, parliamentary
oversight functions and also civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors. This perfidious reality
with sodomy of truth as a rule, as a breeding ground, fosters crimes against man-kind to shoot into
gigantic proportions.

Most crimes find their entrance into the mind through a defect in mentality. Our human mentality springs
out of mood and feelings with which we surround us. It spans our intellectual horizon and reflects our
intentions and values as hues of dawn presage the character of the day. It is an inte-grate part of man’s
freedom of thought and expression, he requires space to move, to discover, to err. His mentality gives a
sign of his vitality, a door through which curiosity and courage pass to step into uncharted areas. It
extends to the living environment of a community and also the mentality of an institution can be
described by its level of public interactions.
The loss of one aspect of mentality indicates the loss of one value in life. It serves as an early war-ning
signal. The loss of all faith, conviction or Spirit of Man in our present time shows in the loss of mercy.
Without a heart for mercy, people do not possess anymore a healthy feeling for justice and peace, bare
of generosity and at the other end effeminated towards crime.
The operation of illegal listening devices is indicated in public and private discussions by a lack of human
understanding on central issues. The major issues of the times are sidestepped, dominating are formal
superficiality, monotony in bearing, traditional prerogatives.
The hidden crimes of clandestine high tech terror appear out of the question: where did all those people
go? They vanish from life a vessel on a calm sea, having sunk without a whirl or a wake. In an
environment of superficial peace, uniformity, if not social stupor, soft spoken fanaticism in po-litical
undercurrents, sublime techniques of oppression flash up for an instance in an unusual form of apparent
self-destruction.

The crimes out of human depravity are one way and down river. The spiritual, political, civic and leaders
of the sciences of our times, in their bestial ambitions, on their way crossing the river Styx got swept
down streams over the cliffs, their boat shelled, torn down into ever increasing distance to all standards
of truth.
Embarking from the banks of the river, resigning from life, in the attitude of indifference, an indivi-dual
limits himself to a narrow mental horizon, while he does not develop any own concept for his life or
ambition in or conception of the world around him. He does no care about religion, ethics, politics or
events on the international scene, he does not show any leadership to work for the bet-terment of the
state of social affairs, even being faced with a crime against humanity. Claiming indi-vidual
powerlessness, the right of assembly remains unused, in the democratic process to form an interest
group to represent a public issue. Under the motto ‘do not stick out’, the indifferent person rather strives
to keep a carefree state of mind, emotionally to feel good about things and to take advantage of passing
opportunities, while at the same time concerned about personal security, maneuvers to ship around
difficulties.
However, the indifferent person, an unconsciously camouflaging sociological type, cannot escape
anywhere the global networks of bestial subversion, the effects of complete information mapping through
illegal listening and video devices, random poisoning of entire food shipments, massive drugging attacks
in the global dirty war among security agencies. In indifference he sells his own children into state
prostitution.
IV

Drifting down streams on the river and going down the first cataract, the boat turned keel up, a soul will
hardly ever escape the current and reach shore to work his way back to the starting point. Having yielded
to the waters of oblivion, the lost soul has abandoned faith, conviction or Spirit of Man and the capacity to
fill any of his endeavors with real substance. He has lost his human basis. Out of lack, out of a single
motive crime, he holds up images of himself, a void in a void, like an idol of human capability and
convenience, an illusion of scientific and social progress, ensuring the way to universal arbitration by
reason alone, and defends his intellectual sloth with violence: image fascism.
The dominant forces in government, industry, the sciences and the press today will not allow any crack to
be torn into the welfare image of their institutions and hold up as public facades equally in-violable in
image the principles of constitutionality of all government acts, basic liberties of right to life, freedom and
security, privacy, absence of degrading treatment, best affordable healthcare for the people, universality
of public law enforcement and responsibility in the freedom of the press and in freedom of scientific
research and development. The public atmosphere is imbued with cha-rades of activities to generate
good feeling, awards to honor peace and freedom initiatives and civic leadership together with benefits
and a host of festivals in all branches of the arts.
A pillar of image fascism is economic growth, competitiveness in a global market as a basis to political
power. Personal aim in despotic perversion is the recognition as statesman in the history of one’s people
and the progress of the times. To this end all political and sociological processes need to be controlled
minutely. Public criticism is eliminated with its protagonist and entire political issues with all their fibers
are surgically removed from public awareness. With security agencies and mostly independent hit teams
as the operational arms, the process of bestial subversion sets in: formulation of secret policy goals, total
control over the worldwide information flow, clandestine high tech power centers with financing of an
array of large scale research programs in goal and method of human depravity, massive operation of
labor camps of sadism and sodomy and CIA gas chambers, encrippling millions of people a year.
Election campaigns are being fought in a fornica-tion race, people on the streets shot with digestion
inducing drugs, public toilets turned into CIA gas chambers and there the targets’ brain wave patterns
recorded for results. – What the political and civic leaders of our time lack most is respectability.

Holding on to planks, being washed down streams towards the next falls and going over, letting go from
the last safeties, the lost soul will fall into hypocrisy, into guilt of pretence and crime. The spiri-tual and
political leaders of our time advance ethical standards, which have been degenerated to rules of
appearance, formal respectability, rational organization of public institutions, comparative standards of
living, rules of daily life wisdom, cooperation in teams, some charity and work ethics, which is alone of
sufficient value.
The Word of the Lord is being distorted beyond recognition. Its central message of love of the poor, love
of enemies, truth and justice has been abandoned through false interpretations, diminutions,
ramifications, defusing of well justified questions and lack of spiritual leadership. The major issues of
justice and peace like the worldwide inequities of wealth, over-population, environmental de-struction,
clandestine high tech terror are not being addressed, civil war and violence mostly disregarded, spiritual
pedagogic methods are not reflected on, no example of adequate advice or criticism is given. Taboos are
established, indicating inviolable areas like the privacy of the home, just the targets debased by the
hypocrite. His delight kindles, when the innocent for their dilettante resistance are to suffer and are
sodomized to death. In church service, setting the formula, the rite, the cleaning of the holy vessels, has
moved into the center of the liturgy.

V

In the scientific community, measures of reason are being disfigured in their substance. The faculties of
the mind together with observation demand strict reasoning and methods to yield results, which are of
certainty, objectively reconstructable, in equal weight with criticism of prejudices and recognition of
ethical standards. However, progress in the natural sciences claims in the same way to advance social
progress towards a value free, multi-balanced, tolerant society, - a fata morgana on a dismantled base.
Taught are application of rationality in all areas of life, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving, raising of educational standards and the health of the population, shift to
intellectual activities through progressive industrialization and creation of wealth.
While in research and development scientific methods are being applied, their ritual the calibration of the
instruments, however, the spirit of enlightenment and ethical dimensions of reason have been abrogated,
they do not exist in the areas of politics, social affairs, the press, human rights, wiped away through false
interpretations, diminutions, ramifications, defusing of scientific issues and lack of a human base in
opposition to irrational visions of the future. Again the major issues of our time are not being addressed.
A scientific topic in discussion does not clearly indicate its political point of view, its relevant relations to
other issues, its chain of consequences to negative effects on other aspects of life. Political ambitions,
real power structures, crimes against humanity, massive misapplications of technology are barely being
shed light on, the questions about responsibility out of scientific research, the science director, void of
conscience and social consciousness, turns away his shrunk, glass-steel face.
In cynicism the lost soul takes an intellectual distance in resignation to human depravity, a total
abdication of ethical considerations as a constructive force of the human mind in all its endeavors.
Having accepted that human activities, be they actions or contemplations, lead to disaster, he will take
advantage of the situation and employ any stratagem of deception. Out of a superior sense of reality, an
underground perspective, he looks at the spectacle of crimes as an entertainment, takes part in it as a
social sport, but regarding his own safety, remains in the background of public events. The hypocrite and
the cynic, all, the bishop, the science director and the éminence grise, will advance their ambitions with
the tools of a politician. While every year in January they commemorate the liberation of the Auschwitz
extermination camp by Russian troops, they apply any method of image fascism, the techniques of
clandestine high tech terror with the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of
mankind. They say in private: ‘to mention these crimes is an act of love, - now let us pass on to
something else.’
Drifting down the widening river, being tossed from rock to rock, some getting caught in eddies, going
down the last cliffs, washed into a delta with underwater quick sands, swamps and a lost horizon, their
last credo is to make a career out of cynicism: blasphemy of reason. In depraved reasoning they
advance their bestial ambitions, arguing out of hate of other people, out of inversion of mind, out of
perfidy against the dignity of man, out of tools of clandestine high tech terror and the extinction of
mankind.
Benjamin Netanjahu: ‘Because of the gassing of millions of Jews in Nazi extermination camps, we should
not use gas, but more efficient toxins via poison pellets to eliminate people.’
Bill Clinton and the CIA: ‘All people, advocating a public, ethical standard, need to be investigated,
especially under the effects of a variety of sodomy drugs, to determine, whether their stance has any
merit to it.’
Helmut Kohl: ‘Ungeziefer nehmen keinen Anteil am Leben eines Rechtsstaates, - die müssen ausgerottet werden.’
NATO leaders: ‘We need predominance in the tools of clandestine high tech terror, we cannot get
enough poison pellet, drugging, contamination and nerve gas hit teams.’
Jaques Chirac: ‘The threads of power come together within the US Military and its allies.’
Toni Blair: ‘Because we draw information out of illegal listening devices, we have lost all moral
boundaries?’
Boris Jelzin: ‘Apply a little more pressure and the spreading awareness of CIA, BND, etc…. activeties will
die down.’
The gallows at Auschwitz, where he commander of the camp was hung, are too good for them, - they will
die of their own hands.
VI

Ravensbrück 01 23 99
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of clandestine high tech
terror and all the people, who profess to help the victims with emergency medication pellets
anonymously, sodomize to death any proponent of an effective clean up of these crimes through
publication, prosecution and the establishment of public, reliable safeguards. The most perverse
assassins in the history of mankind, they act in contract to the leaders of the Governments of the US,
Russia, Germany, Great Britain, France, Japan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, the President of South Africa and
the leaders of the US Military and NATO.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one hundred people a
year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging millions of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve
gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billion of videos,
conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc….,
drive ahead with their project ‘total information control’, in first priority the establishment of a worldwide,
gapless early warning system against security threats to cut short incisively any attempt towards
publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or of a target’s medical and legal evidence.
Equally suppressed are oversight functions of parliamentary control commissions, investigations of a
district attorney’s office or toxicological analyses of a medical association, also entire critical, political
issues with all their fibers are surgically removed from public awareness. These labor camps of
deception and perfidy are camouflaged in image fascism by images of constitutionality of all government
acts, a welfare image of all government institutions, ensuring basic civic liberties and top screened by
ethical standards like work ethics, cooperation in teams, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving.
Truth, the light to all human endeavors, constituting common ground for dignity of man and universal
principles of unity and equality of all mankind, has been sodomized to death. In the name of humanity,
suppressed is the publication of the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of
mankind.
Pretended goals are national strength through economic vitality and technological superiority, ever
accelerating technological progress with application of rationality in all areas of life, welfare of the people
with progressive industrialization and creation of wealth as a rational basis for secret policy goals like
‘total information control’, enforced through high tech power centers. In blasphemy of reason, arguing out
of hate of other people, out of inversion of mind, tools of clandestine high tech terror manipulate all
political, sociological, individual neurological and also individual genetic processes in the population at
large, unleashing the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
I

Pretended goals are a community of nations, living in peace, freedom, self-determination, development
of culture and raising standards of living in all countries, ensuring personal liberties with freedom of
thought and movement, right to life, health, work and privacy. In blasphemy of maturity, tools of
clandestine high tech terror cripple above all man’s inner freedoms, free use of his faculties, his mental
operations, in all his individuality, character and development are channeled towards an ideological
uniform, faith, reason, maturity and ethics bare mind or to be stripped to collapse, the population’s gene
pool polluted to lead to the extinction of mankind.
Pretended goals are a community of nations, free of the scourges of war, in recognition of human rights,
equality of all nations, races, religions and the sexes, adherence to international law and international
institutions of arbitration. In blasphemy of ethics tools of clandestine high tech terror have defiled human
dignity, destroyed the democratic constitutions with their principles of representation, solidarity,
separation of powers, parliamentary oversight functions, enforcement of basic liberties with medical care
diagnosing true causalities and also civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors, a breeding
ground to foster crimes against mankind to shoot into gigantic pro-portions to cause the extinction of
mankind.
All the major parties and security agencies, who profess to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc….,
evolving since forty years, escalated the investigation into these crimes into a dirty war of global
dimensions against the personnel of these agencies, especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war
against the BND on German soil and fuel a fornication race of all major parties in despotic perversion to
gain predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror.
The worst Nazi whores in the history of mankind, they commit every excess of depravity conceivable.
Through a global network of hit teams they operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy, taking
those of the CIA, BND, US Military and NATO together. They operate extermination camps at the site of
former Nazi concentration camps. Initial act of all operations is defilement of human dignity, they
physically fornicate on the Bible at the breakfast table in front of their parents and children and stray
people’s clothing with odorous extract of excrements, wherever they can worldwide and monitor the
targets’ psychological reactions to these attacks in their brain wave patterns.
The toxins employed in their extermination chambers via depot poison pellets exceed in bestiality those
of nerve gases. In the project ‘total personality collapse’ the target’s mental operations and emotional
sensations are selectively suppressed by blocking agents like memory, visualization of objects, formation
of abstract conceptions, reflection, feelings from delight to despair without impairing the somatic or
autonomic nervous systems, eliminate all motions of reason and heart. Subsequently the target is
pumped up with a variety of CIA sodomy drugs, also evoking fixed mental images of pornographic
content. Video devices in its home toilet bowl measure leg position, movement of digestive tract muscles
and genital organs to gather material for pornographic slander.
In the project ‘joy of death’ the target is equally crippled in its mental operations and emotional sensations, rendering it an intellectual and emotional vegetable, however stabilized with various sedatives in
passivity and general well-feeling to manipulate it through all extremes of neurological and psychological
states without inner counter-reaction, even inducing complacency in the agony of death during the last
twenty minutes in a Nazi death chamber.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc….,
breathe the truth about these crimes as odorous essence of human sperm through their brains and
hearts.

II

Power is injustice.
A) Excessive military build up with strategic forces commanding stockpiles of mass destruction, in each
category sufficient to eradicate the population of the earth ten or more times over as a threat of military
force is not justified on any grounds.
ABC weapons and tools of clandestine high tech terror are not practical tools of deterrence or of
regionally limited warfare, but with their disastrous consequences self-destructive, killing in one attack
ten to hundred of millions of people, devastating infrastructure of the size of entire regions and rendering
the soil uninhabitable in the size of entire countries for hundreds of centuries to come. The global
economy would recoil drastically under elimination of entire financial, economic and cultural markets,
pressed by anti-fallout and clean up expenditures.
Political-military alliances, encompassing half the globe, with massive use of force doctrines, rigid, force
only command structures, global military presence to stress credibility of the use of force, conventional
forces operating arbitrarily under the nuclear shield, propaganda-technological concepts for the use of
conventional weapons, rekindling civil wars around the world, non-action on massive human rights
violations do not exercise any constructive political leverage, but to keep mass annihilation present in
public awareness.
Excessive military forces and global military alliances are not political order, security stabilizing
structures, - political ambitions do not concentrate on expanding military enterprises anymore, the times
for territorial and nation building conquests has past. External enemies have been replaced by basic
global problems: unequal distribution of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction and depletion
of resources, clandestine high tech terror.
B) Excessive political power, concentrated in the head of the executive to lay out clear guidelines for
static and dynamic order-political concepts, is not justified on any grounds.
On the principle of general administrative competence of the community, except where by necessity
demanded, delegated by law, executive tasks on the federal level can be restructured as constitutionally
guarantied, independent institutions like treasury, internal revenue, justice and environ-mental
departments, transformed to legislative-administrative institutions, shifted to the states and communities
and also to a large part to civic organizations. Functions of constitutional organs with law introducing
competence are structured heterogeneously according to operational independence, efficiency,
legislative response requirements, international interface, combining technical expertise with the most
immediate form of self-government. Legislative advisory committees develop legislation in their fields on
initiative of elected assembly members, pure and heterogeneous institutions, party officials, special
interests lobbyists, public opinion, all adhering to equal standards of conflict of interests, a public
accounting office and of civil rights commissions.
Economic, scientific, technological, cultural achievements grow out of numerous facets of life and are in
essence small group achievements. Functional elites do not shape in their fields general national
character anymore and a rigid, today alone on formal principles centralized executive does not give any
adequate representation of the will of the people. Nation building in freedom and self-determination
rooted historical forces have been replaced by technological-ethical problems of basic living
environments, enforcement of civil rights, time limited project management, interface of local-regionalinternational administrations in balance with deregulation.
Excessive political power, self-usurious, has in image fascism, deception, subversion, practice of
bestialities, destroyed the democratic constitutions and also civilization worldwide. A central ex-ecutive
gives a representation of the will of the people only in foreign affairs and in preservation of social order,
within the nation a purely administrative task. They are supported by a department of foreign affairs, a
project office and a downsized military on federal level and an active police force mostly on state level.

III

C) Development of international law in all fields, bilateral and multi-lateral alliances, financial, economic
cooperation agreements and general standards of international behavior are to be based on the
universal principles of dignity of man with freedom of thought and movement and unity and equality of all
mankind. Codification of inviolability of human genetic codes falls into the framework of basic human
rights, their legal verification common demand.
Institutions, arbitrating international law, require task specific charters, a government independent
elective mechanism, financial independence, investigative powers. Exercising their oversight functions
through ‘anti-trust commissions’ will focus primarily on human rights, multi-lateral alliances, international
financial and commercial institutions regarding their political, economic, social and environmental
behavior, technological power of research and development centers in respect to projects, applications,
publication of results and patent rights to prevent gross misapplications.
D) Balance of power is not ensured by checks and balances of equal partners, here the executive,
legislative and judicative branches. Gross political, criminal corruption is not contained as long as the
weight of political influence does not lie with the people, a large number of social groups over small
structures of political power, exercising oversight functions mainly from outside the legislative through an
array of control commissions with investigative powers.
Gross misdevelopments arise today mainly out of two sources, both moral failures: excessive concentration of political and military power, branching like an octopus into all fields of daily life, having set
into motion a process of bestial subversion with security services as operational arms, massively
employing tools of clandestine high tech terror against the population. Most other common misdevelopments result out of thoughtlessness of masses of the population, pursuing their wasteful habits
like fads, measuring man only by petty lengths, accumulating toxic dumps from pollution.
The press today exercises hardly any fourth power watchdog functions, but acting out of commercial and
institutional interests serves as a first curtain of image fascism, pretending a welfare image of all
government institutions, applying to reality standards of illusion like entertainment, sensation, gloss and
superficiality to cove any technique of sublime oppression. Intentional suppression of evidence about
crimes against humanity weighs equal with the deed.
A constitutional framework of a federal system with out- and down-structured separation of powers,
broad based representation, solidarity, awareness of major issues, enforcement of human rights,
oversight over political, economic, technological power as a non-ideological, administrative back-bone
with spacious rips, will give functioning social structures room to breath and imbue life also to selfcleaning political forces. With basic common values, good reason, competence, free movement of
thoughts, people and goods, balance of special interests growing in a multi-directional, independent
environment, stimulated are productivity, participation of the majority of people in social active groups.
Development of an adequate solution to the crimes of the spiritual, political, civic and leaders of the
sciences of our times is derived out of ethics, its task solving historical cases of criminal corruption.
Focus of public awareness on the main issues of our times requires analysis of present day development without adherence to past historical concepts, now ossified or seeping away in superficialities. –
Promoting a benefit, touching all inter-human relations, ethics also acts as a constructive force in social
endeavors, as small group efforts in a field of worldwide, ethical pluralism and com- petition of concepts
to preserve a state of ethical freedom, where not a major present day conflict determines political action.
A moral utopia appeals to the conscience of the times, to a state, elevated by one step in awareness of
inter-human actions with their consequences to tame most devastating, free, natural human inclinations
through public education. Spiritual leadership to preserve man against despotic perversion of our times in
his holy image before the Lord and as a being, balanced in spiritual, intellectual, ethical and emotional
dimensions, will in first priority raise standards of truth, practice restraint to the major issues of justice
and peace and restriction to non-power methods.
Power as a political tool over the Spirit of Man is archaic. Power needs to be eliminated as a dirty word.

IV

Riga -- Salaspils 03 30 99
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of clandestine high tech
terror and all the people, who profess to help the victims with emergency medication pellets anonymously, sodomize to death any proponent of an effective clean up of these crimes through publication,
prosecution and the establishment of public, reliable safeguards. The most perverse assassins in the
history of mankind, they act in contract to the leaders of the Governments of the US, Russia, Germany,
Great Britain, France, Japan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, the President of South Africa and the leaders of the
US Military and NATO.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one hundred people a
year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging millions of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve
gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billion of videos,
conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc….,
drive ahead with their project ‘total information control’, in first priority the establishment of a worldwide,
gapless early warning system against security threats to cut short incisively any attempt towards
publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or of a target’s medical and legal evidence.
Equally suppressed are oversight functions of parliamentary control commissions, investigations of a
district attorney’s office or toxicological analyses of a medical association, also entire critical, political
issues with all their fibers are surgically removed from public awareness. These labor camps of
deception and perfidy are camouflaged in image fascism by images of constitutionality of all government
acts, a welfare image of all government institutions, ensuring basic civic liberties and top screened by
ethical standards like work ethics, cooperation in teams, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving.
Truth, the light to all human endeavors, constituting common ground for dignity of man and universal
principles of unity and equality of all mankind, has been sodomized to death. In the name of humanity,
suppressed is the publication of the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of
mankind.
Pretended goals are to allow publication of these crimes after the technological and operational roots
have been pulled, the personnel or the CIA, BND, etc…., research laboratories, high tech power centers
and labor camps removed to eliminate the driving forces behind these massive human rights violations. –
However, no significant clean up has been initiated over the last eight years, financing, research and
development, field testing, production lines for toxic drugs, set up of tele-communication systems and
high capacity data processing equipment, employment of hit teams for the operation of labor camps
escalate worldwide, some gassing and food drugging teams were shifted to poison pellet operations,
tactical goal of each major security agency being to clinch predominance in all available tools of
clandestine high tech terror.
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Pretended goals are codification of inviolability of human genetic codes and establishment of legal
protection against violations of basic human rights out of clandestine high tech terror, murder, poisoning,
violation of the confidentiality of the spoken word. – However, not one single human right, violated by CIA,
BND, etc…. operations, has been legally defended in any country over the last eight years. In addition
violated are statutes of crime by omission, consent to a crime, formation of a terrorist organization,
incitement to a crime, incitement of the people, glorification of violence, tactical goal of this process of
bestial subversion being to emerge with predominance in all avail- able tools of clandestine high tech
terror.
Pretended goals are worldwide establishment of forensic laboratories and medical facilities to pro-vide
adequate medical treatment for the victims of CIA, BND, etc…. operations. – However, not one single
target has received any clinical diagnostic - medicinal treatment in any country over the last eight years.
Not having shown one single gesture of humanity, not having taken the smallest of all measures,
blockage of illegal listening devices, not to any real extent interrupting electronic poison pellet delivery
systems, neutralizing existing stockpiles of toxins or closing down their production lines, tactical goal of
this global dirty war constitutes predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc…,
stirring up and crippling people in this level of hate to be driven to commit any crime, descending in a
downward spiral, slog in exploration of the bottom of depravity. In their project ‘cue word testing’ a target
under in depth investigation is via depot poison pellets pumped up with blocking agents to cause a partial
freeze of mental operations and emotional sensations, selectively sup-pressing reflection and selfcontrol, while at the same time induced are wake-awareness together with drug synthesized cue words
of a specific theme like electronic counter-intelligence. Illegal listening and video devices and measurement of brain wave patterns record the target’s responses from his special knowledge, general
attitude and past events for security evaluation.
The worst Nazi whores in the history of mankind, they commit every excess in depravity conceivable.
The toxins employed in their labor camps of sadism and sodomy exceed in dehumanizing depravity
those of nerve gas attacks. In their project ‘procreation act enhancement’ the targets, mostly couples, are
pumped up with a variety of CIA sodomy drugs, manipulating in succession sexual drive, eroticemotional sensations, sensibility of genital parts, secretion of genital sweat glands, speed and
endurance, exhaustion, sleep, hangover. Intellectual activities being damped down by blockers, drug
induced passing images of perversity acts direct physical activities, while erotic stimulants have often
been designed individually according to previously taken brain wave patterns. Diluted charges of
‘boosters’, dragee packaged, are widely traded by US Military and NATO officers for private use.
In the project ‘genetically controlled sterilization’ genetic non-uniformity, non-faith, reason, maturity,
ethics free hereditary dispositions, is eliminated from the global genetic pool. In loose analogy to Nazi
racist ideology, ideological uniformity within the population, total information control, channelling of all
issues in public discussion, ensure technological control over all political, sociological and individual
activities. The targets’ genetic code is read by microscopically small electro-chemical sensors, implanted
in body tissue to decipher the genetic sequences, responsible for development and differentiation of the
brain for hereditary inclinations towards various intellectual fields. The data are added to the politicalpsychological profile together with historicistic factors. Selection slated targets are in long term treatment
sterilized from depot poison pellets through suppression of hormone release for the ripening process of
male and female hereditary information carriers. Accidentally occurring pregnancies are drug induced
aborted or stillborn.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc…,
breathe the truth about these crimes as odorous essence of human sperm through their brains and
hearts.

II

Power methods are injustice.
A) The development of an adequate solution to the crimes of the spiritual, political, civic and leaders of
the sciences of our times is derived out of ethics. As mental operations of the human mind are guided by
presupposition of true statements and precipitated as verifiable lines of reasoning the disciplines of logic
and methods, - can methodically established guidelines solve historic cases of gross criminal corruption?
– No, to the contrary.
A method is a tool of practical application. Method is abbreviated reasoning. Adapted to every object of
empirical, experimental study in the sciences in tests and analyses, sharply defined, it delineates the
shortest path of reasoning to reach a result. Like logic, method follows along the lines of a given causality
or inter-relationship. In the general case, a three step process takes place: the thought or item of interest,
also a hypothetical assumption, is described in its characteristics. In the second step, the acting force is
introduced and its effects calculated, especially observable results are desirable. In the last step, the
expected conclusion, a proof, description, prediction, instrumentation, is verified in at least one measurement and if possible by an alternate, independent method.
A method exists only within its purpose, being limited to prove a specific, final statement. It is de-pendent
on a comprehensive case study, showing validity of its adopted conditions in invariance over time.
Selective in scope in respect to characteristics observed and causalities followed, specific to an
individual case in real life application, it is limited by a large number of assumptions, abstractions and
approximations. In all a method requires sound judgement, it can be compared to a specific solution of a
constructed chess problem. A method degenerating into pure formalism, separating correspondence
between item and form, becomes speculative.
In a narrow sense, methods are technical tools of proof, complying to demands of differentiation,
composition, subsidiarity and a clear outline of their limits of validity. Dependent on a comprehensive
case study in context, background, point of view and technical conditions, by themselves they do not
contribute any substance to an object of study and cannot be expanded to establish methodical laws of
historic developments. Historic forces evolve at a given time in a given set of political-sociological and
environmental circumstances in a free, not essentially limited space of alternate choices. Acting over
generations, they represent human ambitions, independent in their imagination, equal in position to
others in past or future times. A single mental sphere has its own area. Multifaceted investigative
concepts require restraint, a rigid self-description of their specific purposes with exhaustive listing of their
tacit assumptions and conditions. The ‘scholastic and dialectic methods’ transgress strictly defined path
descriptions, being rather pedagogical, rhetorical ways of reasoning. The ‘dogmatic and phenomenological methods’ base entirely on their presupposed ways of thought.
In purpose, methods in subordination follow the definition of truth in their specific fields of study, held
together by the corresponding principle, to exhaust all available tools in breath and depth to render an
accurate description of the item at hand. Methodological theories, not fueling illusions, all phenomena in
all aspects of life being scientifically deductible and rationally manageable, delineate clear and precise
views of the cosmos, laws of nature and the political-sociological world with all its intellectual fields,
laying bare boundaries of multiple layers of reality and boundaries of human capabilities. From a
balanced, comprehensive view of life, scientific criticism is exercised as part of criticism and interpretation of human culture.
B) An ethical sentence promotes a benefit. Man’s mental horizon, the range of his self-awareness, where
he visualizes his thoughts and objects, an outer human boundary, is being expanded in human curiosity
through investigative research in all fields of life. Man applies his faculties and exercises his mental
operations in freedom of thought and movement. Ethics, receptive to all questions of man’s mental
horizon, establishes an independent, parallel standing mental sphere of all inter-human relationships with
their consequences. In reciprocity, scientific ambition points at, affects first relations to man, human
concerns, as knowledge cannot be value free, while ethics incites, guides first curiosity into all
surrounding fields.
III

Ethics practical function serves to avert disastrous consequences out of man’s inner and outer freedoms.
On a sociological scale, it preserves a state of ethical freedom, where not a major pre-sent day conflict
determines political action. An ethical sentence, assigning a specific value to a present case, is always a
statement of conviction, expressing human ambitions, conceptions and concrete choices in life. It is
derived out of a common benefit, man’s well being, but can borrow on a commandment of faith or a
dictate of reason. It sites a single source like right to life, otherwise standing diametrically in opposition to
the nature of ethics, promoting human freedom without claiming precepts of behavior. Out of confidence
it pools the necessary means to solve a case of gross moral failure, observing its given measures:
identification of crime, recognition of reason, restraint to major issues, results.
An ethical sentence is initiated by a present case. Only cases of gross criminal corruption are selected.
Identification of the crime is to be directly to the point, measured by its consequences, first sensed by
observant mentality, in extent of subversion and in severity, its impairment of basic living environments
and public health. The major issues of today are: worldwide inequities of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction, clandestine high tech terror.
An ethical sentence specifies the object of legal protection to be codified as a basic human right in
narrow terms, singularly, measurably, yet completely. It determines the desired result. It is the most
concise item. However, in presupposition of true statements, it is always a double value like truth and
confidentiality of the spoken word. Truth being ignored, no other value can be realized.
The predominant tools of implementation are handcuffs. The tools, law, investigation and publication,
prosecution, pooling of resources, the links between the elements, are rather designed to be swift and
decisive than excessive. Without prompt action, a case will run out of control, spill into succeeding
generations and remain as a stifling problem, if not a scourge of gigantic proportions. A comprehensive
investigation, serving as elementary tool, unfolds facts and consequences in public view, criminal
structure, scientific inter-dependencies, effects on social environments, motives of perpetrators. In all,
the tools of implementation require to be of close match, to be based on wide- spread acceptance, be of
high statue, bundling most educational efforts.
The result preserves the stated value. However, no result is lasting, vital interests not balanced and
prospects for constitutional rule not projected into the future, if not as a foundation stone for peace the
victims are being supported through immediate institutions together with establishment of public, reliable
safeguards.
The political will to uproot gross criminal corruption arises out of political self-cleaning forces. Addressed
are the intention forming forces of the human mind. Ethical freedom trains convictions. In freedom of
thought and movement, man steps across frontiers into uncharted areas, into discovery, counteraction,
failure. Experienced in conflict situations of individual lives are outer freedoms in movement, action,
expression, construction and endowment of one’s world, limited by physical forces of nature, legitimate
rights in inter-human relationships, requirements of cooperation and equally inner freedoms, development of human faculties and mental operations, balance of inner dimensions, human understanding
being bounded by capacities and means of cognition, reflection, competence, manageability. Truth, the
light to all human endeavors, requires a rigid, exhaustive self-description of an individual’s intentions and
conceptions to give a clear position of his point of view, in same measure of the objective merits or
deficiencies of social-cultural achievements. It is exercised in criticism and interpretation in all fields,
politics, the sciences, the economy, the arts.
Ethical freedom, restating alone in the Spirit of Man universal principles of unity and equality of all
mankind, stands on guard against distortive transcendental, ideological, tradition set restrictions. There is
no political freedom without a balanced view of life. As ‘Freiheit ist die Gesundheit der Völker’ (L. Börne),
criticism is the health of individualism. Criticism constitutes a necessary requirement for the formation of
human conviction.
Power methods as a political tool over the Spirit of Man are archaic. Power methods need to be
eliminated as a dirty word.
IV

Herzogenbusch – Kamp Vught 05 15 99
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
All the people, who profess to help the victims of the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… with emergency
medication pellets anonymously, act in commission or contract to major security agencies around the
world, interlocked in a dirty war to gain predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror,
mostly each party for itself, the governments of larger Third World Countries, of the Western Atomic
Powers, of Russia, Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia, the US Military and NATO.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one hundred people a
year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging millions of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve
gases and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, setting up population wide genetic finger-print files,
recording in excess of ten billion of videos, conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of consumer manipulation and enslavement, hit teams mass drugging tens of
thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
All the major parties and security agencies on all sides operate their own labor camps of deception and
perfidy, promoting with their secret policy goals the projects of ‘total information control’, ‘techniques of
image fascism’, ‘ideological uniformity of all political, sociological, individual neurological and genetic
processes’. These human right violations not having been publicized in their beginnings, evolving since
over forty years, a breeding ground for the seeds of despotic perversion in silent toleration, in consequences fosters crimes against mankind to shoot into gigantic proportions: suffocation of the integrity
of truth and of the integrity of life, a dirty war of global dimensions against the personnel of competing
security agencies and populations at large, especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war against the BND
on German soil, stirring up of hate as incitement to commit any bestiality conceivable, destruction of
democratic constitutions and with it civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors, unleashing of
all available tools of clandestine high tech terror to the inevitable extinction of mankind.
All the people, who profess to help the victims with emergency medication pellets anonymously, drawing
on the largest surveillance systems in the history of mankind as a worldwide, gapless early warning
system against security threats, in first priority cut short incisively any attempt towards publication of the
employment of illegal listening devices or of a target’s medical and legal evidence. Equally suppressed
are oversight functions of parliamentary control commissions, investigations of a district attorney’s office
or toxicological analyses of a medical association, also entire critical, political issues with all their fibers
are surgically removed from public awareness. These labor camps of deception and perfidy are
camouflaged in image fascism by images of constitutionality of all government acts, a welfare image of
all government institutions, ensuring basic civil liberties, and top-screened by ethical standards like work
ethics, cooperation in teams, public discussion of all issues with democratic mechanisms of conflict
solving.
Truth, the light to all human endeavors, constituting common ground for dignity of man and universal
principles of unity and equality of all mankind, has been sodomized to death by the total lie, in the name
of humanity suppressing the publication of the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the
extinction of mankind.
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All the major parties, organizations and security agencies, who have investigated the massive human
rights violations of the CIA, BND, etc for the last ten years and claim to clean them up in the name of
humanity and justice, and all the people, who profess to help the victims with emergency medication
pellets anonymously, now operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy, taken those of the CIA,
BND, US Military and NATO together.
They secured the know-how from CIA, BND, etc… research labs, diverted channels of financing, took
over the toxins from their production lines and now draw on the largest variety of toxic agents from
plundered stockpiles of security agencies around the world. . Employing the largest network of operatives
under pretense of security, they wage a massive campaign with tools of clandestine high tech terror
against their own populations, in Germany entertaining a hit team in every town with more than 50ooo
inhabitants. In excesses of bestiality they operate poison pellet – extermination chambers at the site of
former Nazi concentration camps and physically fornicate on the admonition ‘Never Again’.
For example they utilize toxins, NATO laboratories have synthesized in their project ‘blasphemy of the
Holy Spirit’. Intellectual activity boosters in the field of theology are ad-ministered with stimulants of
communicative desire and drugs, inducing in wake awareness fixed images of eccentric ideas, while
blocking agents reduce overall intellectual and emotional capacities.
The mind manipulation is being screened by light activation of neurological receptors of the senses and
stabilization of emotional sensations on a level of good feeling to fake a mental state of normal
perception.
All the people, who profess to help the victims of the crimes of the CIA, BND, etc… with medication pellets
anonymously, employ poison pellet delivery systems, exceeding in dehumanizing bestiality Nazi nerve
gas operations in respect to manageability, efficiency, secrecy, torture methods. They operate as
anonymous schreibtischtäter from within a high tech power center, controlling a global satellite based
surveillance system, a toxic drug research lab, a poison pellet production line, high capacity data
processing equipment, a global network of undercover hit teams.
Microscopically tiny toxic pellets in gelatin skin are produced by the millions in a process of microchip
precision engineering. Chemically of high purity, quantities of less than one milli-gram cause an incisive
toxic effect on the human body. As depot poison pellets they are spun off several times out of multiple
layers of equally tiny, pneumatic guns. Placed on a selected carrier, an unknowing person or any object
of daily life by an undercover agent, also space based on a gliding probe – flying drone device, they are
channeled, electronically path monitored, into the vicinity of the target. The are applied large scale to
contaminate entire food and water supplies for years from the start of the food chain to the selected
target, set off electronically, time locked, by a preprogrammed code signal or by sound or voice or
neurological process recognition.
In the project ‘total information control’ populations at large are being scanned for their politicalpsychological profiles, considering historicistic factors and also for hereditary inclinations. If not
determined in a lab from tissue sample, an automated lab on a micro-chip deciphers the genetic code in
vivo. Planted by a pneumatic gun, it transfers the date by an emitter via external amplifier and satellite to
a security agency’s high tech power center. The microscopically small bio-chemical sensors are produced by precision DNA chip technology. In single applications, reading genetic trails in samples or
multiple applications on a single target, parallel working, reading entire chromosome strings, they lay
bare the amino acid sequences, a process called genetic fingerprinting. On the microchip, tweezers pick
out tiny strings of DNA. The samples are inserted into an ultra slender channel, etched on the plastic
microchip with tiny electrodes. The DNA sections are being read along the serpentine genetic macromolecule, detecting the code’s chemical letters. Established are the identity of the person with his
hereditary dispositions, genetically determined diseases, genetic factors of the phenotype, especially in
development and differentiation of the brain with inclination towards various intellectual fields.
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Neuengamme 09 04 99
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first priority advocates of
publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent the formation of any
organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the misuses of modern biotechnologies.
Several larger parties, security services, private organizations and defence leagues, having escalated
the investigation into the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia,
Japan, Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia and of larger Third World Countries into a global dirty war, today
operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one hundred people
a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging millions of people a
year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated
nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, setting up population wide genetic fingerprint files,
recording in excess of’ ten billion of videos, conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of consumer manipulation and enslavement, hit teams mass drugging tens
of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
The CIA investigated in their bio-chemical laboratories from the beginning of the fifties naturally found
poisons and venoms and synthesized toxins, drawing on a variety of sources, exotic plants and animals,
voodoo rites, data from pseudo medical experiments in Nazi concentration camps. They scaled up their
R&D efforts from that period on to synthesize new classes of toxins in concurrence with the development
of biological and chemical weapons by the US Military and NATO. In one project they started research
into bio- and electro-chemical processes of the human brain to identify the neurological mechanisms of
the central and peripheral nervous systems, in goal to manipulate ethical, intellectual, social, motivational, emotional and sexual behavior. Another project initiated research into intentional misapplication of
mutagenic, hybridization and recombinant DNA technologies to cause with site and function specific
changes in the genotype incisions into the phenotype. Aimed at was the construction of the first ‘biological bomb’ and development of tools of clandestine high tech terror, large-scale use of bio-chemical toxins
on dissident groups.
Comparative massive R&D programs were undertaken in Russia and Japan. Out of the advances in
modern bio-chemical sciences, which are comparable to the progresses in physics in the first half of the
century, the criminal intent of major military and secret services’ laboratories has realized new, devastating dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Starting with the beginning of the sixties, CIA, FBI and NATO hit teams conducted widespread field testing of theses new classes of toxins on populations at large, at home and abroad. In target operations
their attacks concentrated on fringe groups like sympathizers of opposite ideological camps, pacifists,
draft resisters, radical groups of minorities, human and civil rights workers to manipulate political-sociological behavior. Operationally they expanded their network of hit teams to the food processing industry,
distributors, supermarkets and restaurants.
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Acting in concept with US and NATO secret policy goals of national strength, economic vitality, technological superiority, total information control, ideological uniformity with control over political, economic,
scientific, sociological and also individual neurological and genetic processes, by the mid sixties set up
were high tech power centers, which increasingly utilized a global satellite communication and surveillance system, a toxic drug research lab and pilot plant, a poison pellet production line, high capacity data
processing equipment, an expanding network of hit teams. By the mid seventies, established was,
wherever they could, a worldwide system of labor camps. By the mid eighties present state of the art
technology manipulated political-psychological profiles in a program of depot pellet – toxin release, feedback activated on selected neurological processes of millions of targets in all groups of society.
In December 89 the Bush Administration, the President, National Security Council and Justice Department, gained detailized knowledge of the massive CIA/FBI human rights violations against populations at
large. In February 90 the US Senate Intelligence Committee obtained a corresponding report. The Bush
Administration took the steps to forge ahead with R&D efforts in bio-chemical toxins, to increase surveillance and oppression of groups perceived as dissidents, to incisively cut short any publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or a target’s legal or medical evidence. In correspondence with
NATO policy, security and intelligence matters and critical issues in public discussion are defused, eliminated and entire disadvantageous issues with all their fibers are surgically removed from public awareness. In specific, in March 90, some in the Republican leadership pressed the Democrats to drop the
matter and to hide the true extent of CIA/FBI misuses. The Office of the President contacted several
national papers to intercede with publication of any CIA/FBI misuses.
CIA, US Military and NATO laboratories stepped up their research into recombinant DNA technology to
facilitate direct incisions into human hereditary dispositions in the common gene pool. To be improved
were the present techniques of behavior manipulation by degrees of efficiency and economy, by modes
of operation and by coverage of groups and regions. In predictable behavior programming controlled are
a population’s political-psychological profiles and with it key population parameters and key economic
indicators.
Some security agencies of Third World Countries start an in depth investigation of CIA clandestine high
tech terror operations against populations at large in the US and around the world.
After the election in November 90, B. Clinton continued his predecessor’s policy of total denial. In consultations with M. Thatcher of Great Britain, F. Mitterand of France, H. Kohl of Germany, all military and intelligence undercover operations are to be protected from public investigation. In despotic perversion,
violating constitutional guaranties of basic liberties, an individual is left standing without legal defence
against arbitrary assassination by a government security agency, against any nerve gas attack, against
any toxic drug attack, against any illegal listening or video device. In government operated labor camps
millions of people are being sodomized out of their lives each year.
Truth, constituting common ground for dignity of man and universal principles of unity and equality of all
mankind, has been sodomized to death. In a creeping, clandestine process of bestial perversion,
screened in image fascism by pretence of constitutionality and ethical standards of government policies,
secret policy goals and hit teams have defiled human dignity, destroyed the democratic constitutions with
their principles of representation, solidarity, separation of powers, parliamentary oversight functions and
also civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors.
From about the beginning of 93, some foreign security agencies increasingly counterattacked BND personnel to eradicate its nerve gas and massdrugging operations.
In fall 92 J. Mayor of Great Britain accepted the policy guidelines of total denial. – In May 93 B. Jelzin of
Russia joined the Western Atomic Powers’ policy of total denial. He employs tools of clandestine high
tech terror by way of his own security services, based on massive research, production and stockpiles of
bio-chemical toxins by Russian Military and KGB laboratories and tested in medical dissection chambers
of their mental institutions. – In February 94 some of German industry introduced industrial toxic gases to
reinforce BND nerve gas operations. - In August 94 the Government of Israel reaffirmed its support for
Mossad operations, employing nerve gas and bio-chemical drugs.
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In fall 94 the Holy See in Rome yielded to extortion and bribery to drop opposition to basic human rights
violations by the major powers’ undercover operations. – In August 95 J. Chirac of France continued his
predecessor’s policy of total denial. – While an increasing number of foreign security services counterattacked CIA/BND high tech terror operations, escalating into a global dirty war, in early 96 the leaders of
the Governments of the US, Great Britain, France, Germany and Russia reaffirmed their decision to contain the now spreading awareness of their massive human rights violations by any means, including
assassination. On 11 28 96 the European Commission of Human Rights turned down a suit against CIA/
BND nerve gas and mass drugging operations, violating the European Charter’s Art 2,1 Right to Life,
Art 3 Degrading Treatment, Art 5,1 Freedom and Security, Art 8,1 Privacy (Application No 33445/96).
With the beginning of 97 the Governments of the larger and the majority of countries around the world
had withdrawn their support for the establishment of public, reliable safeguards against misuses of
modern bio-technologies. The escalating global dirty war among competing security agencies has been
fueled by several motivations: Each agency regards it as a vital interest to stay abreast on the research
status of bio-chemical weapon systems. In pursuit of their respective national secret policy goals, they
gain for predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror and for control of their own
population’s political-psychological profiles. They employ high tech surveillance methods to gather proprietary information of political, scientific, economic and financial interest. Some Third World Countries,
victims of colonialism, imperialism and dehumanizing bestialities for centuries, utilize these tools as a
means of revenge. Some security personnel commit excesses of fornication as a social sport.
On a layer above, several larger parties, security agencies, private organizations and defence leagues,
having escalated the investigation into these crimes into a dirty war of global dimensions against the
personnel of these agencies, claimed to clean up these crimes. Pretended were human dignity, right to
life, basic freedoms and a community of nations free of war as a basis for stringent, codified safeguards
against misapplications of advanced bio-technologies. However, having set up the widest network of
undercover agents under the pretence of security, employing the widest variety of sodomy drugs from
plundered stockpiles, they operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy worldwide. Their executioners, fornication their sole purpose, eliminate advocates of publication and prosecution of these
crimes under the perversity label of emergency medical care for the victims with anonymously shot in
poison pellets. Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity, suppressed is the publication of the
unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
The crimes of clandestine high tech terror, not having been publicized in their beginnings, a breeding
ground for the seeds of despotic perversion, in silent toleration, in consequence has fostered crimes
against mankind to shoot into gigantic proportions: suffocation of the integrity of truth and the integrity of
life, destruction of democratic constitutions and also civilization worldwide, stirring up of hate as an
incitement to commit any bestiality conceivable, a dirty war of global dimensions against the personnel of
competing security agencies and populations at large, especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war
against the BND on German soil. In the last decade of the outgoing century, corruption, fornication and
extinction of mankind have become the predominant forces of history.
In May 97 T. Blair of Great Britain continued the policy of total denial. – In January 98 W. Renquist of the
US Supreme Court took the part to suppress any legal evidence of clandestine high tech terror operations within the US justice system. NATO military security employed measurement of brain wave patterns
area covering as an early warning system of security threats, especially of publication of their nerve gas
and mass drugging operations. – In May 98 the Government of Japan pledged its support to the Western
Atomic Powers to assist in the enforcement of total denial. Two months later on request of the Presidents
of the US, Great Britain, France and the Kanzler of Germany, NATO military security became broad
based active to suppress the spreading awareness of these crimes. – In October 98, also on initiative of
G. Schröder of Germany, predominant forces of US and German industries again reinforced their campain with their own security organizations. – In March 99 B. Clinton having just survived impeachment
procedures in Congress, declared publication of these crimes to be the world’s No 1 terrorist threat. He
started a billion dollar program to tighten up all major US institutions against counterattacks and to insure
their support for the policy of total denial. The Russian Military agreed to execute assassinations in
contract.
III

Auschwitz 12 20 1999
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy
eliminate in first priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of
clandestine high tech terror to prevent the formation of any organization advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services, private organizations and defence leagues, having
escalated the investigation into the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and
NATO, of Russia, Japan, Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia and of larger Third World Countries
into a global dirty war, today operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole world.
They operate the most heinous extermination camps in the history of mankind, executioners sodomizing to death thousands of people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of
toxins on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy worldwide, executioners mass
drugging tens of millions of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement
worldwide, hit teams mass drugging tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy worldwide, recording in total
information control tens of billions of videos, faxes, conversations, brain wave patterns and
genetic fingerprints a day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the
unleashing of multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Those responsible to publicize these crimes, the destruction of all human standards, the
integrity of truth and the integrity of life, the spiritual, political and civic leaders in the
sciences and industry and the independent defence leagues, tyrants of depravity, do not
know God nor do they seek the beggar, operate extermination chambers as a social sport
and release their people into state prostitution. Their executioners, fornication their sole
purpose, eliminate advocates of publication of these crimes under the perversity label of
emergency medical care for the victims with anonymously shot in poison pellets.
They commit these crimes in blasphemy of truth, in blasphemy of reason, in blasphemy of
maturity and in blasphemy of ethics. Having fallen in their moral level to a depth as never
before in the history of mankind, they aim at the ever escalation of these crimes against
mankind to shoot into gigantic proportions: suffocation of all democratic constitutions and
civilization worldwide in the suds of prostitution, stirring up of hate to incite any bestiality
conceivable, in image fascism life style illusions to become the only social frame, gene pool
contaminations to spread epidemically, clandestine high tech terror to remain as only
political leverage, teens at the street-corner to stick their dicks into the sculls of people,
who got gassed at Auschwitz, to speedjerk off presidentially.
Their cynicism is without end.
I

The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy of the
independent defence leagues operate on orders of anonymous schreibtischtäter from within
a high tech power center, controlling a global satellite communication and surveillance
system, a toxic drug research lab, a poison pellet production line, high capacity data processing equipment, a global network of undercover hit teams.
They see the tasks of the SS nerve gas operators at Auschwitz-Birkenau as a dream job,
wearing a gas mask to place Cyclon B pellets on a hot brick into the shaft system leading
to the gas chambers. Today they use less nerve gas, as on orders from B. Netanjahu and
E. Barak to Mossad, because of the gassing of millions of Jews in Nazi gas chambers, but
employ more private poison pellet systems to eliminate their targets. The executioners
sodomize their targets to death creepingly and by full consciousness. Employing bio-technological designer drugs, they draw mainly on plundered stockpiles from bio-chemical
research labs and production lines of the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers
and NATO, Russia, Japan, Germany, Israel.
The toxins developed aim at four levels of incision: demise of the organism through disable
ment of a vital organ or function; inducement of a disease, a graded impairment of a local,
physiological function; change in the level of a specific physiological or neurological capacity; altered growth and differentiation of a physiological or neurological capacity, mainly
to predetermine the psychological profile.
They have often been synthesized in special projects like 'performance enhancers', 'sodomy
drugs', 'genital tumors', 'social and economic behavior manipulation', 'fixed images', 'language blackout', 'total personality collapse', 'joy of death', 'blasphemy of the Holy Spirit'.
The toxins are applied via depot poison pellets, exceeding in dehumanizing bestiality Nazi
nerve gas operations in respect to manageability, efficiency, secrecy, torture methods.
They are administered in small dosages into the bloodstream, mostly activated by neurological process recognition or when the toxin level in the blood falls below a preset value.
The victims' character are debased in their political and ethical convictions by CIA sodomy
drugs, their mental and physical strengths are destroyed by partly paralyzing the central
and peripheral nervous systems, their emotional lives are submerged in psychological
terror by periodic toxin release, not to allow relaxation. Often toxin effects are screened by
mind manipulating stabilizers, faking a state of normal perception. Single facets of personality are torn into various perverse directions. In all the targets' identity, character,
development, mental and physical strengths are crippled, not mutated, but stripped to
break down. The targets are blocked in their professional work, on the social level isolated,
disenfranchised, welfare and family safety nets are ripped. When completely exhausted,
they are to die on the streets.
The schreibtischtäter and their executioners conduct a global dirty war against the personnel of competing security agencies and equally within their own countries against their
own populations, for example in Germany they operate a hit team in every town with more
than 30ooo inhabitants. Committing every excess of bestiality, depravity and technology
afford, they physically fornicate on the Bible, they gas the letters of the admonition 'Never
Again', they physically fornicate and take a shit on the cemeteries of former Nazi concentration camps, where they operate poison pellet extermination chambers as a social sport.
Likewise they sodomize their own organizations' female workers and colleagues, sodomize
members of their own families in pre- and succeeding generations and trade CIA sodomy
drugs, bundling a range of perversity effects, dragee packaged, among themselves for
private use.
II

Mittelbau -- Dora 03 18 2000
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first
priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent
the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the
misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services, private organizations and defence leagues, having escalated
the investigation into the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia, Japan,
Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia, of larger Third World Countries and predominant forces of US and
German industries into a global dirty war, today operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole
world.
They operate the most heinous extermination camps in the history of mankind, executioners sodomizing
to death thousands of people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy worldwide, executioners mass- drugging
tens of millions of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement worldwide, hit teams
mass drugging tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy worldwide, recording in total in- formation
control tens of billions of videos, faxes, conversations, brain wave patterns and genetic fingerprints a
day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the unleashing of the
multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.

The major business security organizations operate equally from high tech power centers through
anonymous schreibtischtäter, controlling a global satellite communication and surveillance system, a
toxic drug research lab and pilot plant, a poison pellet production line, high capacity data pro- cessing
equipment, a global network of undercover hit teams. They insure in first line ideological conformity of all
management personnel and channel within the population at large work ethics and economic behavior,
expanding their labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement wherever they can, to all social
groups and covering all regions of their country. Self-serving in the subculture of illegal listening devices,
they have shielded off for themselves a free harbor of criminal transactions, in situation similar to a large
technological disparity within society. Its open channels of crime are used for evasion of taxes, customs,
trade regulations, theft of proprietary, patent pending information and also private gain. Through
clandestine high tech terror operations they realize their economic interests in enforcement of conditions
in customer and vendor relations, recruitment of top management personnel, securement of labor peace.
The political-economic structure, codified in democratic constitutions, case regulating through business
and trade laws and international trade agreements, guidelines in negotiations of commercial interest
among equal partners on the international scene, called global players, is left standing as a formal
construct, a screen of image fascism.
I

In labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement, in first place individual behavior is stimulated
or suppressed in its elementary physical needs, in sleep and exercise requirements, appetite and thirst,
hygiene and beauty care, tastes for specific foods and clothing. In second place manipulated is the
emotional state from thrift to the urge to go shopping and from stress, frustration, spite to the desire to
achieve social recognition, to be in charge, to exercise power madness. In third place affected is
motivation, capped or boosted into go-on efforts in face of exhaustion or failure, while intellectual
interests are selectively stimulated, overall mental, ethical and emotional awareness reduced by blocking
agents. The toxins are administered predominantly in small dosages, depot time released to cause habit
forming, long term economic behavior patterns.
Social behavior like cooperation in teams, groups, hierarchical structures and manners of communication are manipulated out of the emotional state from diffidence to hostility, out of channeled
motivation from dropping out to instigation of an intrigue or through inducement of nervousness or
through disruption of fine motoric in gestures or impairment of the vocal cords. In all the target’s
professional and social careers are predetermined by restriction of personal development in identity,
character, education and physical fitness.
Control over a population’s political-sociological behavior, implemented by present state of the art
technology, relies on manipulation of individual political-psychological profiles in a program of depot
pellet - toxin release, feedback activated on selected neurological processes of millions or targets in all
groups of society.
In a fornication race to gain predominance in all available tools of clandestine high tech terror, the major
government security agencies around the world press ahead with the development of bio-chemically
engineered mutagenic, hybridization and recombinant DNA technologies. Direct incision into human
hereditary dispositions in the common gene pool improves the present techniques of behavior
channeling by degrees of efficiency and economy, not symptoms but causes attacking, by modes of
operation, centralized with a minimum of an active network, by coverage of groups and regions and by its
lasting, stable results, transferring altered genetic strains to succeeding generations. In predictable
behavior programming controlled are a population’s political-psycho-logical profiles and with it key
population parameters of population size, birth rate, life expectancy, age group distribution, general
health and key economic indicators of GNP, growth rate in each economic sector, productivity, priorities
of high tech projects.
Several larger parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation into
these crimes into a worldwide, dirty war against the personnel of competing security agencies, claimed to
clean up these crimes. Pretended were human dignity, right to life, basic freedoms and a community of
nations free of war as a basis for stringent, codified and internationally guarantied safeguards against
misuses of modern bio-technologies. However, having set up the widest network of undercover agents
under the pretence of security, employing the widest variety of sodomy drugs from plundered stockpiles,
they operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy as well as labor camp of deception and
perfidy in the whole world. The executioners in their extermination camps, the most heinous Auschwitz
beasts, fornication their sole purpose, sodomize to death in first line advocates of publication and
prosecution of these crimes under the perversity label of emergency medical care for the victims with
anonymously shot in poison pellets. Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity, suppressed is the
publication of the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.

II

General introduction and classification of intentional misuses of genetics:
A) The human genetic material,…
B) The sexual replication process of eukaryotes, utilized in hybridization DNA technologies, is not being
discussed here.
C) In the growth process of eukaryotic cells,…
D) Proteins, basic building blocks of organisms,…
E) Hereditary traits…
Application of genetic engineering in criminal intent to cause specific dysfunction of individual systems of
the human body utilizes the tools of 1) mutagenic, 2) recombinant and 3) hybridization DNA
technologies, the last one not being discussed here. Aimed at are four levels of incision: demise of the
organism through disablement of a vital organ or function; inducement of a disease, affecting localized
body tissue or a singular function; increase or decrease of a specific physiolo- gical or neurological
capacity; programming of development and differentiation of the human brain to predetermine the
political-psychological profile.
1) Mutagenesis….
2) Recombinant DNA technology…

(text from this page has been reworked, see Basics and Open letter)
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Sinti und Roma Museum Heidelberg 06 17 2000
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in
first priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror
to prevent the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable
safeguards against the misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services, private organizations and defence leagues, having
escalated the investigation into the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of
Russia, Japan, Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia, of larger Third World Countries a nd predominant
forces of US and German Industries into a global dirty war, today operate the largest system of
labor camps in the whole world.
They operate the most heinous extermination camps in the history of mankind, ex ecutioners
sodomizing to death thousands of people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins
on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camp of sadism and sodomy worldwide, executioners massdrug ging
tens of millions of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camp of behavior manipulation and enslavement worldwide, hit
teams mass drugging tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camp of deception and perfidy worldw ide, recording in total
information control tens of billions of videos, faxes, conversations, brain wave patterns and genetic
fingerprints a day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the unleashing
of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Several larger parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation
into the crimes of despotic perversion into a worldwide dirty war and fornication race for
predominance in all tools of clandestine high tech terror, claimed to clean up these crimes.
However, having set up the widest network of undercover agents under the preten se of security,
employ the widest variety of sodomy drugs, they equally operate out of high tech power centers to
supervise the largest extermination camp and labor camps of sadism and sodomy and of deception
and perfidy. They continue development and field testing of mutagenic, recombinant and
hybridization DNA technologies in intent to cause specific dysfunction of individual systems of the
human body. Their schreibtischtäter and executioners stir up hate as an incitement to commit any
bestiality conceivable and to suffocate the integrity of truth and the integrity of life. In consequence
destroyed are democratic constitutions with their principles of representation, solidarity, separation
of powers, parliamentary oversight functions and with it civilization worldwide in all fields of human
endeavors, having been upturned into a breeding ground, fostering crimes against mankind to
shoot into gigantic proportions and to cause the extinction of mankind.
They draw information out of an illegal listening device while at the same time they physically
fornicate on the Bible at the breakfast table in front of their parents and children.
They lie about it. They claim human dignity as first guiding principle of their con stitution, but
tolerate in public silence any crime of despotic perversion, acquiesce in its creeping, clandestine
process of subversion, - they do not have the inner strength to fight for any moral issue.
I

They take of their targets measurements of brain wave patterns during sexual activity in intent to
apply CIA sodomy drugs designed according to individual profiles and to delude with as ‘natural
perceived’ aphrodisiacs.
They lie about it. In illusion of ever accelerating scientific progress they claim human capabilities
and conveniences, mastery of nature, denying human boundaries and freedoms, advanced key technologies to supply future energy and food requirements, responsibility in the freedom of
scientific research and development, - a self-delusion.
They employ any new, experimental drug against populations at large like those synthesized in the
projects ‘performance enhancers’, ‘sodomy drugs’, ‘genital tumors’, ‘fixed images’, ‘language
blackout’, ‘total personality collapse’, ‘joy of death’, ‘blasphemy of the Holy Spirit’.
They lie about it. In illusion of ever sustainable economic progress they claim lasting resources of
energy and raw materials, pollution within reasonable limits, welfare of the people with progressive
industrialization and creation of wealth and global inter-meshing of markets alone to raise
standards of living in all countries, - a self-delusion.
They sodomize their own organizations’ female workers and colleagues, sodomize members of
their own families in pre- and succeeding generations and trade CIA sodomy drugs, bundling a
range of perversity effects, dragee packaged, among them-selves for private use.
They lie about it. In illusion of ever dynamic social progress they claim appli cation of rationality in
all area of public life, reason alone to insure the way to universality of arbitration and law
enforcement, a value-, prejudice-, conflict free, multi-balanced, educated society, responsibility in
the freedom of the press, - a self-delusion.
As B. Netanjahu operates CIA gas chambers on the anniversary of the birthday of Adolf Hitler as a
sign of his execution methods, they operate poison pellet extermination camps at the site of former
Nazi concentration camps.
They lie about it. In illusion of ever spreading democratic mechanisms of conflict solving they claim
reason alone to guide to a community of nations, free of scourges of war, living in freedom, selfdetermination, respect of human rights, absence of de-grading treatment, equality of all nations,
races, religions, the sexes, - a self-delusion.
They sodomize to death in first priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of
clandestine high tech terror under the perversity label of emergency medical care for the victims
with anonymously shot in poison pellets.
They lie about it. In stratagems of deception about themselves, their concerns for humanity and
basic liberties they claim to establish worldwide forensic laboratories and medical facilities to
provide adequate medical treatment for the victims of these crimes.
As far as they have fallen away from the integrity of truth and the integrity of life, they have
abandoned the human base, the capability to fill any of their endeavors with real substance. A void
in a void they grasp at an image, a requisite, a fig leaf. Hiding their cynicism about murder, civil
war, epidemics, famines, disparities of wealth, depletion of resources, destruction of the
environment, overpopulation, they defend their intellectual sloth in image fascism with violence.
They alternate between the poles of life style illusions and bestiality.
They lie about it. The press as the forth, constitutional power glorifies the lower instincts of power,
possessions, consumption, perfidy, prostitution with attributes of entertainment, sensation, gloss,
superficiality. It upholds an inviolable screen of a welfare image of all government institutions,
central issues are defused, manipulated, ethical standards are distorted, diminutive, bare, - but of formal respectability.
II

Mittelbau -- Dora 08 19 2000
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first
priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent
the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the
misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services, private organizations and defence leagues, having escalated
the investigation into the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia, Japan,
Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia, of larger Third World Countries and predominant forces of US and
German industries into a global dirty war, today operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole
world.
They operate the most heinous extermination camps in the history of mankind, executioners sodomizing
to death thousands of people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy worldwide, executioners mass drugging
tens of millions of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement worldwide, hit teams
mass drugging tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy worldwide, recording in total in- formation
control tens of billions of videos, faxes, conversations, brain wave patterns and genetic fingerprints a
day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the unleashing of the
multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Several larger parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation into the
crimes of despotic perversion into a worldwide dirty war and fornication race for predominance in all tools
of clandestine high tech terror, claimed to clean up these crimes. Pretended were human dignity, right to
life, and physical integrity, basic freedoms, a community of nations free of war and establishment of
forensic laboratories and medical facilities to provide adequate medical treatment for the victims of these
crimes as a basis for stringent, codified and internationally guarantied safeguards against the misuses of
modern bio-technologies. However, having set up the widest network of undercover agents under the
pretence of security, employing the widest variety of sodomy drugs, they equally operate out of high tech
power centers and supervise the largest extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy
and of deception and perfidy with a gapless early warning system against security threats. They tolerate
the continuing financing of re-search and development of new classes of toxins in the labs of the major
powers’ security agencies, their field testing, production and employment by hit teams in a system of
labor camps. They secure their know-how, plunder toxic drug shipments, stockpiles and delivery systems
and directly employ any new, experimental drug against populations at large. The executioners in their
extermination camps, the most heinous Auschwitz beasts, fornication their sole purpose, stir up hate as
incitement to commit any bestiality conceivable. They sodomize their targets to death under the
perversity label of emergency medical care for the victims with anonymously shot in poison pellets. In
consequence destroyed are democratic constitutions and also civilization worldwide in all fields of human
endeavors, having been upturned into a breeding ground, fostering crimes against man-kind to shoot into
gigantic proportions and to cause the extinction of mankind.
I

Control over a population’s political-sociological behavior, implemented by present state of the art
technology, relies on manipulation of individuals’ political-psychological profiles in a process of depot
pellet – toxin release, feedback activated on selected neurological processes of millions of targets in all
groups of society. Direct incision into human hereditary dispositions by bio-chemically engineered
mutagenic, hybridization and recombinant DNA technologies improve the present tech-niques of
behavior channeling by degrees of efficiency and economy, not symptoms but causes attacking, by
modes of operation, centralized with a minimum of an active network, by coverage of groups and regions
and by lasting, stable results, transferring altered genetic strains to succeeding generations. Genetic
manipulations by today’s major security agencies follow mainly a) political, b) military, c) economic,
d) sociological, e) demographic criteria.
a) Political criteria: A nation’s security council states in secret policy goals its intent of control of all
political, military, economic, financial, scientific, sociological processes. Drawing on rational, ‘scien-tific’,
‘non’-ideological tools of predictable behavior programming, eliminating from the population’s politicalpsychological profiles non-conform, conviction, ethics, reason, maturity based motivations, they
manipulate every citizen’s individual physiological, neurological and genetic activities.
A population is manipulable by clandestine, technological means as its political behavior is alone image
guided, for example by the illusions of complete mastery of nature, ever accelerating techno-logical
process, social process insuring by reason alone the way to universal arbitration, a welfare image of all
government institutions. The democratic constitution with its principles of representa-tion, solidarity,
separation of powers, parliamentary oversight functions and basic liberties is left standing as a screen of
image fascism, while the citizens’ inner freedoms of thought and movement are being crippled in a
clandestine, bestial process of irreversible incisions into the common gene pool.
b) Military criteria: According to the US and NATO secret policy goal of technological superiority in all
categories of military weapons aimed at were the construction and peacetime deployment of the first
‘biological bomb’. Its first stage comprises the genetic identification, marking and tracking of every single
individual of every country by a network of undercover operatives. In the second stage every single
individual is pumped up with genome altering agents via clandestinely, pneuma-tically shot in poison
pellets. The third stage, an electronic set off mechanism tied to a global satel-lite and surveillance
system, furnishes the capability of single- and mass applications with precise timing, selection of targets
and grading of damages. The employment structure comprises a depot system of bio-tech weapons,
placement toxin locked capsules in food and water supplies and also space based gliding probe – flying
drone devices.
c) Economic criteria: The economic structure is manipulated in its key economic indicators of gross
domestic product by kind of economic activity, private consumption expenditures, net savings, labor force
structure, adherence to labor peace, work ethics, mainly channeled by basic economic behavior patterns
and essential needs.
d) Sociological behavior: The social structure, especially the wider technological elite, is prepro-grammed
in each person’s professional and social careers by manipulation of personal develop-ment in identity,
character, education, mainly by effect of basic behavior in intellectual interests, motivation, emotional
state, sexuality. General health is controlled by genetic manipulations of the population’s allele
composition, especially by targeted incisions to lead to disease, disability and death, touching all facets
of public and private health care.
e) Demographic criteria: Demographic data, base of and leverage on social and economic struc-tures,
directly affected by incisions into the common gene pool, are manipulated in key population parameters
of population size, of local population density, of age group distribution, mainly by still born, life birth,
infant mortality and death rates, - average life expectancy not being an indicator of general health
anymore.

II

General introduction to intentional misuses of genetics
First stages of evolution
A) The cell nucleus
B) Proteins
C) Growth processes
D) Sexual reproduction
E) Hereditary traits
F) Laws of inheritance
G) Breeding technologies

General classification of intentional misuses of genetics
Application of genetic engineering in criminal intent to cause specific dysfunction of individual systems of
the human body utilizes the tools of 1) mutagenic, 2) recombinant, 3) hybridization DNA technologies.
Aimed at are four levels of incision:….
1) Mutagenesis
2) Recombinant DNA technology
3) Hybridization
4) Population genetics

(text from this page has been reworked, see Basics and Open Letter)
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Majdanek - Belzec 06 12 01
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first
priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent
the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the
misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation into
the security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia, Japan, Germany,
Israel, Saudi Arabia and of larger Third World Countries into a global dirty war, today multiplied to
several hundreds of groups, operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole world.
They operate the most heinous extermination camps in the history of mankind, executioners sodomizing
to death thousands of people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins on
tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy worldwide, executioners mass drugging
tens of millions of people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated
nerve gases and industrial toxic gases.
They operate the largest labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement worldwide, hit teams
mass drugging tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy worldwide, recording in ‘total information
control’ tens of billions of videos, e-mails, faxes, conversations, brain wave patterns and genetic
fingerprints a day.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity suppressed is the publication of the unleashing of
the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Political image fascism, relying on manipulation of a population by clandestine, technological means,
kept bare of convictions, ethics, reason or real life experience, has adopted the secret policy goal of ‘total
information control’ with a gapless early warning system against security threats. Suppressed are in first
priority any arising attempts towards publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or of a
target’s medical or legal evidence (Staatsanwaltschaft Bonn from 09 13 00: AZ 50 Js 898/00). As
facades, as skin of the power skeleton, held up are public images like a constitutional framework. Image
fascism, practiced by dominant forces of the church, the sciences, industry, the press, the arts, advances
scientific, economic and social illusions like of ever accelerating progress. Topped in deception, pretended are hypocritical, ethical standards. In abandonment of faith, conviction or Spirit of Man it lacks the
capacity to fill any endeavor with real substance. It has lost its human basis. A void in a void it alternates
between the poles of life style illusions and bestiality.
Despotic perversion, relying on national strength through military power, economic vitality, competitiveness in global markets, technological superiority by progressive R&D programs, the bare skeleton of
power, has adopted the secret policy goal of total control of all political processes by clandestine, rational
means. It channels political-psychological profiles of a population in a state of the art program of depot
pellet – toxin release, manipulating individual neurological processes. It employs population genetics as a
‘scientific’ tool to model a population’s allele composition by political, military, economic, sociological,
demographic criteria, manipulating by mutagenic, hybridization and recombinant DNA technologies individual genetic processes. Applying to crime the most advanced technology, it advances its bestial
ambitions, to be recognized as a statesman in the progress of the times, in depraved reasoning, arguing
out of hate of other people, out of inversion of mind and out of perfidy against the dignity of man.
I

The numerous defence leagues cover their tools of clandestine high tech terror and gross misapplication
of modern bio-technologies in blasphemy of truth:
They pretend a community of nations free of the scourges of war in recognition of human rights, equality
of all nations, races, religions, the sexes, - They lie about it.
They conduct a dirty war of global dimensions against the personnel of competing government security
agencies and private defence leagues, especially a nerve gas and poison pellet war against the BND on
German soil.
They pretend a community of nations living in peace, freedom, self-determination, development of culture
and rising standards of living in all countries. – They lie about it.
They secure the know how of bio-technological R&D programs of the major powers’ security agencies,
plunder their toxic drug stockpiles and employ them with any new, experimental drug massively and
randomly against populations at large.
They pretend national democratic constitutions with principles of representation, solidarity, separation of
powers, parliamentary oversight functions. - They lie about it.
They undermine and pervert every constitutional institution, civic organization, control function and social
responsibility as the areas of creativity, knowledge, technology, institutional organization and private property.
They pretend national democratic constitutions, enforcement of basic liberties with right to life, health,
privacy, free assembly and choice of profession. – They lie about it.
They attack above all their targets’ health and inner freedoms of thought and movement for their development, identity, character to be stripped to collapse.
They pretend codification of inviolability of human genetic codes and establishment of reliable safeguards against misuses of modern bio-technologies. – They lie about it.
They violate statutes of crime of omission, formation of a terrorist organization, incitement to a crime and
of the people, glorification of violence.
They pretend worldwide establishment of forensic laboratories and medical facilities to provide adequate
medical treatment for the victims of misuses. – They lie about it.
Their schreibtischtäter as self-appointed extermination camp doctors pick the toxins and record results
under the perversity label of emergency medical care.
They pretend criminal prosecution with public indictment according to the panel code. – They lie about it.
Their schreibtischtäter as self-appointed district attorneys select their targets from competing government security agencies, private defence leagues and populations at large by arbitrary choice.
They pretend conviction and sentencing of all offenders within the public court system. – They lie about it.
Their schreibtischtäter as self-appointed judges place their targets unrecorded, clandestinely into a spot
in their system of labor camps.
They pretend execution of sentences with securement of offenders within the panel system. – They lie
about it.
Their executioners, fornication their sole purpose, release the toxins from anonymously shot in depot
poison pellets to sodomize their targets to death by full consciousness and in psychological terror.
The defence leagues, not having publicized the employment of clandestine high tech terror in its beginnings, a breeding ground for the seeds of image fascism and despotic perversion, in consequence, in a
creeping process through the stages of subversion, corruption, fornication, proliferation, escalation have
fostered crimes against mankind to shoot into gigantic proportions. They amplified each stage by stirring
up of hate as incitement to commit any excess of sodomitic bestiality conceivable. Suffocated in depravity are all human standards, the integrity of truth and life as common ground for dignity of man and
universal principles of unity and equality of all mankind, destroyed are democratic constitutions and civilization worldwide. In the outgoing decade of the last century, corruption, fornication and extinction of
mankind have become the predominant forces of history.
II

You shall love your enemies,
but also speak the truth.
The cosmos with its four physical forces, space and time dimensions, appearances from plasma to solid,
interrelations from chaos to functional dependencies and its possibility to form a vast number of chemical
compounds, forms out single units of matter and fields of forces with consistent identities, characteristics,
relations, to render itself to an intelligent observer qualitatively and quantitatively depictable, obeying the
correspondence principle of an one to one relation between fact and term. The physical cosmos yields in
first place exactness, a standard of truth.
The human intellect has developed out of evolutionary forces over successive generations with an universal genetic code, genetic variability, specialization of functions, adoption; natural selection, forming
out a multifarious plant and animal life on earth. The human mind is tied to life in cosmic time and location, planetary chemical composition, environmental conditions and physiological functionality. The physical and bio-chemical dependencies render acceptance and support of its base a precondition of the
human mind. The foundations of life yield in second place self-preservation, the tasks to amend and
serve, a standard of truth.
The primary function of the human intellect is cognition. It concentrates its efforts in freedom of thought
and movement to arrive at true statements in form of commentary, explanation, interpretation, criticism,
foremost to give an accurate description of the thing at hand, an item of the area of objects of nature, of
the area of human concerns or of spiritual dimension. The areas are tied together by the correspondence
principle of comprehensiveness to preserve an equivalent balance between them, and the different investigative fields or research are tied together by the correspondence principle of method, to exhaust all
available tools in breath and depth to gain an objective result. It is motivated out of self-preservation and
out of curiosity into the furthest rational extending areas with ensuing consequences, the rims of the
mental horizon, the limits of cognition.
The human mind strives to expand. It moves with freedom within the limits of cognition, mostly by ways
of deliberate observation, experience and reasoning. It exercises outer freedoms, by differentiation of
physiological functions, of movement, action, various ways of conduct, limited by physical forces of
nature, counteraction, legitimate rights, requirements of cooperation in human relationships, and inner
freedoms, by differentiation of neurological functions, with its faculties of intention and conception,
operations of description and comparison, composite operations of reflection, decision, various ways of
expression and their development, balance, identity. These boundaries can be transgressed as for example limits of cognition are expanded in the area of natural sciences by research efforts to achieve
closer approximations to structures of reality. They are enlarged by inches, however not to be exiled altogether.
How far can the human mind expand? The common questions are:
How is the infinite to be described? – How is an infinite cosmos?
How is man’s natural environment to be visualized?
How does man understand himself?
What are the relations between the infinite, the environment and man?
The basic question is: what freedoms for truth and life does the position of man in relation to the infinite
and his environment open up?
Man cannot create of his own physical energy, matter, dimensions, forces or laws of nature. He cannot
create global environmental conditions, alternate chemical building blocks of life, proteins, fats, cabohydrates or codes of biological growth, differentiation, specialization of functions. – Not power of creation,
an archaic notion, but the Spirit of Man unfolds new capabilities. It lays out human concepts on base of
universal expressions of truth, human dignity, unity and equality of all mankind, in all dimensions of the
mind, the spiritual, intellectual, emotional and ethical, conceding individual spaces of thought, movement,
expression.
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Pursuit of truth leads to conviction and faith. Acting out of conviction, an affirmation of an human concept,
man states his self-understanding in relation to the infinite and nature, delineates ambitions and conceptions in self-description, sets renewed points of motivation, reviews them in reflection, ascertains and
defends his human base. ‘Human life’, his endeavors, develop out of the intellect, refuting his decisions
to be penetrated by other chains of causalities. Aware of competing paths, in free choice of subject
matter, he advances one aspect of truth as in education or serves one aspect of life as in health care and
establishes inter-connected mechanisms of accountability. Matter and flora serve as sparse raw materials of expression, human health, more restricted, merely as a basis of existence. Human health is not a
manipulable parameter of the human mind in any of its dimensions to gain a higher level from physicalbiological dependencies.
What can man rationally expect after death? Immature question to ask. – Spiritual questions of man
before God can only be answered from faith. They are given according to christian theology by His Word
through divine revelation, summarized in the Nicene and Apostolic Confessions of Faith. God, the creator
of all things, is truth and love. Man, in His likeness, though by one step qualitatively above physicalbiological conditions, remains in an illimitable distance to God. A believer is promised through faith, he
will find in resurrection after judgement a home in the Eternal Garden of God. The task of religion, to lead
people closer to God, calls for raising standards of humility. The treasures of His Word are to be developed in self-criticism, support of neighbors is to reach foremost the poor and oppressed, oneself is to
adopt one of the many values like unity, justice, education.
Spiritual life grants the freedom of peace, generosity and abundance to love one’s enemies unreserved.
A gain of cognition, truth, a comprehensive analysis towards innocence, pursues all questions in their
dimensions, aspects and possible consequences, benefits as well as worst case. The institution of confession trains reflection, unprejudiced to review basic suppositions to sharpen position, focus, method
and motivation of cognition. Truth is being regenerated, as it exists only in search of, in public and in fearless promotion.
Major forms of distortion of truth are: stratagems of deception, intentional substitution, false reasoning or
interpretation, veiling; stratagems of elimination, intentional suppression, deflection, omission; stratagems of appeasing, often tendencies of intellectual sloth, false justification, ramification, diminution. The
intensities of distortion range from ideologization, systematization, instrumentalization, propaganda, subversion, clandestine action, denial, defusing of issue. These techniques are applied commonly by usurpers in combination with coercion to hold up a ‘legitimate’ image of their despotic policies, manipulating
the press and institutional control functions. They attack mainly tenets of faith or conviction, sound
judgement, social responsibilities.
The major issues of justice and peace today are worldwide inequities of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction, depletion of resources, clandestine high tech terror. Unrestricted and probing pursuit
of truth and to advance a solution to moral failures are not derived out of philosophy. It has abrogated its
critical voice, having lost the metaphysical dimension, discarded the claims to wisdom, justice, enlightment, humanitarian issues, to universal or object centered competence, denying responsibility for depraved ideologizations, which for example fueled the genocide during WW II or the post war arms race. The
remnant of philosophy, pursuit of knowledge, leads to materialism. It denies the spiritual dimension, it
explains all elements of reality within a single logical space, reduces multifarious mental processes to
empirical, physical-biological interactions, systematized in a scientistic worldview, feeding the technological civilization with archaic notions from prestige and power to illusions of human capabilities. The
trend is demonstrated by the press, the forth power to exercise watchdog functions. - Adequate solutions
to the major problems of our times, to effectively contain disastrous consequences, including the extinction of mankind, can only be derived out of ethics in an environment of politically self-cleaning forces.
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The four eckpunkte of man’s inner freedoms, the emotional one being left open, are 1) sound theology,
2) reason’s freedom, 3) maturity’s freedom, 4) ethical freedom.
1) Spiritual leadership commits itself to spiritually self-cleaning forces to give an example of His Spirit, refraint from violence, restriction to major issues, reestablishment of standards of truth. What freedom does
sound theology open up? – Freedom from idolatry.
2) Categories of reason are applied by the mental operations, space, time, quality, quantity, causality,
inter-relationship with conditionality and hypothesis, consequence, conglomeration. They act as boundaries between nature and man’s sphere of human concerns. What freedom does reason open up? –
Freedom from superstition.
3) Man stands alone. He develops his own concepts for thoughts and actions. Man is abstract, complex,
active, regenerating, objectgerecht, reflective, accountable, represented by singular works of expression.
Real life experience respects freedoms and boundaries, expressed better negatively as self-restraint of
individuality. What freedom does maturity open up? – Freedom from illusions.
4) Ethics, the question, are all aspects and consequences of the thing at hand considered, directs its
appeal at the conscience of the times. It educates about human inter-relationships, pursues comprehensive investigations with scientific dependencies, identifies a crime, sets an ethical sentence, restates universal principles to elevate public awareness by one step of human actions with devastating consequences. What freedom does ethics open up? - Freedom from gross criminal corruption. Its practical task is to
solve historic cases of corruption.
Politically self-cleaning forces with an investigative spirit preserve man’s capabilities of cognition in
respect of truth and capabilities of intellectual life in respect to health in wholeness of the individual, balanced in spiritual, intellectual, emotional and ethical dimensions. They expand freedoms, first by standing on guard for ethical freedom with critical awareness of individual, multiplying 4a) social, 4b) political,
4c) historical processes. In probing pursuit, description, analysis, arrested are excesses of moral failures.
Growing out of observant grassroots mentality, they pool the resources to publicly address any hidden
depravity.
4a) The functional society in a pluralism of groups, realizing its multifarious efforts in division of labor, in a
free market, independently, economically, interchangeably, establishes government institutions by the
narrow guidelines of self-organization, minimal rationality, ethical corrective, linked by accountability.
4b1) - institutions: The structural and functional constitutional institutions as normative framework are
codified strictly by the principles of public service, arbitration of conflicts, separation of functions, control
mechanisms. Siphoning power out of constituting institutions, the snakehead of open and clandestine
constitutional revolutions, legitimation of power by the people denied, is substituted by regulation specific
proof of a public need in common welfare, comparably the social contract dismantled, is supplanted by
the demand of internal and external non-discrimination. Oversight over public institutions of arbitration
with human rights enforcement, as they have grown out of the French revolution, is to be layered basis
carrying and to be augmented on the international scale, chartered independent, task-specific, lean to be
effective.
4b2) - methods: Present in public through adequate, swift and decisive tools, methods adhere to refrain
from violence, restriction to non-power methods, raising standards of truth. Immediate institutions supporting the victims serve a reconciliation with society, establishment of reliable safeguards and social
justice.
4c) Kritik ist die Gesundheit des Individuums. Today, responsibility towards the zeitgeist captures man’s
functional capabilities, the rapidly growing areas of creativity, knowledge, technology, larger organizational structures. Demanded are investigative oversight functions over institutions with political, military,
scientific, technological, economic, organizational, environmental, public media and lobbying power. In
analogy to common obligations of private property, codified law is to demand for example in the area of
technology impact statements of research projects and applications, public, reliable safeguards against
misapplications, suppression of depraved research efforts. What freedom do political self-cleaning forces
open up? - Freedom from grossly corrupted political opinions.

V

Schloss Hartheim bei Linz 08 22 03
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first
priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent
the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the
misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation into
the intelligence and security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia, Japan,
Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia and of larger Third World Countries into a global dirty war, today multiplied to several hundred groups, operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole world.
They operate extermination camps, executioners eliminating heinously more than one thousand
people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated
nerve gases and industrial toxic gases.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging tens of millions
of people a year.
They operate labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement, hit teams mass drugging tens of
thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
The operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins like
gene altering agents on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in total information control
tens of billions of conversations, documents, e-mails, brain wave patterns and genetic fingerprints by
electronic means per day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the unleashing of
the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
'Statesmanship' since WWII, seeking recognition for leadership of progress in our times in a global environment of competing technological forces, takes tools of power to be the only reality creating and
molding factor and the only means towards historical achievement. However, expanding enterprises,
mostly by means of military power, like nation building, territorial conquest, colonization, remain political
ambitions of the past. Its present day interests are to model key political processes instrumentally controllable and planable. Its intensities range from manipulation of decision processes outside equitable law
to systematic application of bestialities. Power as a human, archaic notion like prestige or possessions
remains an unsatisfiable greed, self-centered, self-serving, self-usurious, self-illusionary.
Despotic perversion relies on national strength by means of a) power as a constitutional principle;
b) military power; institutional promotion of the natural sciences and their technological applications;
economic vitality and competitiveness in global markets; sound finances of public institutions;
rationalized organizational structures, a bare skeleton of power, generating a base of material and
human resources and expert skills. In addition, all vital areas of a nation's life are functionalized by public
and c) secret policy goals into generators of power, utilizing in concept 'precise scientific-technological
tools', under cover of d) image fascism:
a) Power by the people, serving as a constitutional principle of democracy, its existence, legitimation,
sovereignty and independence, entitles the legislative power to set up external discrimination barriers
against any second country as against the free flow of goods, services, labor, people and information.
b) Military policies are in part technological superiority, aggressive weapon R&D programs, a monopoly
in key security technologies, an undercover global control structure of all major R&D programs, predominance in strategic forces with overkill stockpiles of ABC weapons, global presence of forces, massive
use of force doctrine, a 'limes' against import of war, civil strife, terrorism from less developed countries.
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c) Secret policy goals are in part total information control, point censorship of the press and all public and
private watchdog institutions, control over political, scientific, economic, sociological processes and individual psychological profiles and in planning demographic structures by a population wide, state of the
art program of depot pellet – toxin release, manipulating underlying neurological and genetic processes.
d) The intelligence and security agencies have instrumentalized the lie in combination with all techniques
of deception, the major powers to cover up their depraved ambitions, policy goals and methods, - the
private, independent defence leagues to cover up their cynicism and fornication. They apply to this end
criminal methods, including massive excesses of bestiality, constituting image fascism.
In first priority they suppress any attempt towards publication of the employment of illegal listening
devices or of a target's medical and legal evidence (Staatsanwaltschaft Bonn, 09 13 2000,
AZ 50Js 898/00; European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, 07 16 2002, Beschwerde Nr. 6456/02).
Secondly, in point censorship they defuse or remove critical issues with all their fibers from public
discussion to contain public opinion and the population in a distorted, reduced and deflected, awareness
of reality, for them to remain non-questioning, non-probing, bare of convictions, ethics, reason, real life
experience.
Thirdly, they advance political, scientific, economic, social and life style illusions, in all pretensions of
human capabilities and convenience, through the dominant forces of society and the commercial press,
to hold up a legitimate image and to induce a distorted, superficial and emotional, mentality of the
population.
Fourthly, the illusions are topped by hypocritical, self-serving and self-justifying, ethical standards, while
mostly disregarded are major problems of our times: worldwide inequities of wealth, overpopulation,
destruction of the environment, depletion of resources, clandestine high tech terror, civil wars, epidemics,
famines.
The lie functions as a barbed wire fence around each of their labor camps, overtowered by a dilapidated
statue of an one-eyed robot, where they operate extermination chambers as a social sport, channeling,
disfiguring, crippling, blotting out individual psychological profiles, utilizing anatomy, physiology and genome incisional toxins.
Concentrations of political-military power have not given a contribution to a multi-centered, equitable,
codified international order, to alleviation of worldwide increasing imbalances, disparities, injustices,
gross corruption, conflicts and wars with human rights violations by common and sublime means of
oppression. Political-scientific-economic-financial power has hardly addressed solutions to excesses of
global misdevelopments in the present and the future, mostly from mass effects of technological fallout
and mass effects of population wide habits. The major problems of our times have arisen as moral
failures on all levels from violations of tenets of faith to transgressions of man's inner and outer
boundaries, which impair with devastation basic environmental, social and individual living conditions.
As the crimes of illegal listening devices and drugging operations find their entrance through a defect in
human mentality, the loss of a moral barrier in one public US institution has infested example like the
entire administration and in process its NATO allies, to be turned into a breeding ground for the seeds of
despotic perversion and image fascism. In drive for power, the intelligence agencies initiated large scale
research into the bio-technology of the human brain and genome with massive, clandestine misuses.
The numerous private, independent defence leagues escalated the investigation into the intelligence
agencies, while securing themselves against attacks and copying the high tech power centers, into a
global, dirty war against the personnel of competing security agencies and against their own populations
and into a fornication race for predominance in all tools of clandestine high tech terror. These crimes
against mankind, not having been publicized since the first investigations, in consequence of silent toleration, participation and competition, have pervaded the mentality of the civic leadership and the whole
population. In cynicism and fornication, in a creeping process through stages of subversion, corruption,
fornication, proliferation, escalation beyond control, they have grown into gigantic proportions. Each
stage has been amplified by stirring up of hate as incitement to commit any sodomitic bestiality conceivable. In the outgoing decade of the last century, corruption, fornication and extinction of mankind
have become the predominant forces of history.
Power as main root of despotic perversion needs to be eliminated as a dirty word.
II

Access to all objects is by cognition.
Cognition is transformation of forms of being into forms of consciousness. The desired result is to shed
light on an object, to render a representative description and to investigate further for a more accurate
and complete description, expanding the present status of knowledge. The conditions of cognition are
given therefore by the object, the subject, the relations between them and within their parts.
The conditions on side of the object are determined by the object's identity, characteristics and relations.
According to epistemology, it can be any item, abstract or concrete, present or hypothetical, general or
specified by unique parts and subparts. Asked for is objectivity, an approximation and abstraction of
objects, to be represented as a type, to be by independent observes equally accessible, identifiable and
nameable. They separate into three classes with comparable parts, the spiritual dimension, phenomena
of nature, area of human concerns. Correspondingly, there are three classes and various grades of
objectivity and with it of certainty of knowledge and of cohesive logical spaces.
A relation of an item is being utilized as objective source and first means of cognition.
The conditions on side of the subject are determined by the subject's cognitive capabilities. Designed
measures are the standards of truth, primarily requiring accuracy and respect for life and justice. The singular item determines object, method, context and situation true treatment, while all objects remain linked
by universal demands of ethics. The subject's sources and capabilities of cognition for human objects
mainly depend on:
a) Perspective: Truth is advanced in humility. Its tasks are to serve, to amend. Its standards and objects
want to help in first concern the poorest among the poor.
b) Approach: A spiritual object is approached in faith, for it to be accepted, a phenomenon of nature with
reason, for it to be laid out in explanation, a human object with maturity, for it to find understanding.
c) Self-understanding: Man is centered in his convictions, human concepts with subconcepts, developing
and delineating in self-description his ambitions, conceptions, values in relation to the infinite and nature,
while also ascertaining his human base, a qualitative transformation above experience.
d) Way of life: A present and expressed, livable conviction excludes mental approaches, which are
reason, maturity, experience or fact destructing, inhibiting (q), diminishing or contradicting.
e) Emotional frame: Retarding intuitions, moods, mentalities, attitudes, given circumstantially and accidentally, unconsciously and consciously, individually and collectively, are cleared away.
f) Onto- and phylogenetic development: Cognitive capacities of individuals and groups are retraced over
evolutionary time spans in forces, mechanisms, conditions of growth and differentiation, relationships
within and between groups, specific characteristics in status, paths, trends.
g) Anatomy and physiology of the central nervous system: Bio-electro-chemical processes in a neuronal
network, an organic, multi-variable, independent, functional unit, enabling inner freedoms of movement
and choice of thoughts, produce a conscious, present, constructed representation of an object.
h) Five senses: To see, hear, smell, taste, touch are via an immediate physical object–subject relation the
first sources of cognition. Instrumental detectors enlarge scope and range in observation of natural objects, the macro- and microscopic being in a machinated environment technologically present.
i) Experience: To process sensual stimulations is the second, indispensable source of cognition, a qualitative transformation. By direct or instrumental observation and reasoning, individually or collectively,
accidentally or experimentally preplanned, experience accumulates various empirical and theoretical
knowledge, setting the limits of knowledge as a mental, heterogeneous horizon.
j) Mental capabilities: Human faculties, intention and conception in function, range, structure, quality, and
mental operations, based on identity, description and comparison, and their dynamic combination, enable creative imagination, sound judgement, reasoning towards true statements.
k) Reflection: Curiosity and reflection are the first motivational sources of constructive cognition. Repetetive questioning of an object, taken aloof from its environment, over the range of the mental horizon, delineates without prejudice its multifaceted characteristics, points of interrelations, lines of consequences.
l) Methods employed: An object of human nature is given by observation, investigation and description or
by thesis, a suggested description. Methods, of probing though abbreviated reasoning, serve as specific,
precise, often quantifiable, reproducible, fast, economic tools of research.
m) Medium of expression: Gesture, sound, language, drawing, craft, character, text, photo, film, instrumental signal are mental representations and first material documentations of an observation for verification, multifactorial analyses, commentaries, interpretations, public communication.
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n) Action: A form of expression, action serves man's self-preservation in work, praxis and organization of
basic social structures and as an element of all social interactions and a self-made, technologicalcommercial living environment. Unsevered from irrationalities, unrestrained in aim, radius and depth by
conviction, it turns into an 'independent,' self-serving, self-dynamical driving force, defying cognition.
o) Social factors: Society is manifestation of the variables of life, of human potential and group interactions. Modern society and its technological civilization, organized by functional requirements, develop life
styles, models of behavior, norms, structures, mechanisms, forms of government, also a multitude of lobbying groups, alliances, forces, conflicts, wars. As a self-corruptive, without critical forces, and selfjustifying, without solutions to major ethical cases, 'cohesive world', it advances illusions of human capabilities and conveniences with ambitions of power to usurp resources, institutions, flow of information.
p) Institutional factors: In the humanities, institutional programs to realize a philosophy of research
remain rudimentary. Promotion of maturity by education and development of man in a pluralism of convictions will center on comprehensive self-description of the individual and his work, his human faculties
and mental operations, his critical, ethical voice and forms of expression.
q) Present day trend: Expansion of the human mind over time will in stages, in interaction with pro- and
regressive forces, differentiate its capabilities in gain of freedom and independence, irregularly in concentration and balance, into various subject matters and free, practical and scientific fields of study.
r) Inhibiting factors: Man, in criminal capacity applying any means to his personal advantage, will fall
indefinitely low, if not arrested. The standards of truth, guarding the possibilities of cognition and correction of a gross deficient description of an object, call to break through the barriers of:
aa) Myths, idols, animisms, superstitions, prejudices, illusions, images, ideologies, theories, undifferentiated and unspecified generalizations, archaic notions of prestige, power or possessions.
bb) Areas of non-knowledge, a boundary of man's outer and inner freedoms, not being assessed in selfcritical caution in outline of a narrowly limited, mental horizon, in approaches, projections, interpretations.
cc) Grave errors, mistakes in context, suffering from a ruptured balance between spiritual, human and
natural objects; mistakes in category, showing the object out of focus, because of addition of one or more
foreign or omission of one or more essential features.
dd) Techniques of deception, ranging from intentional distortion to elimination to appeasement in all
intensities and combinations, in image fascism enforced with coercion of any conceivable means.
s) Ethics: Identifying, reflecting, criticizing, averting gross criminal corruption with its consequences,
ethics dissolve major irrationalities and errors by enlightenment, education about a subject matter to gain
its accurate description; consecutively expose major hypocrisies with misuses by self-critical reflection to
develop the subject matter. Guarding inner and outer cognitive freedoms with access to all sources of
cognition, free flow of information and assigned responsibilities, overseen are especially political, military, scientific, technological, commercial information gathering and publicizing institutions.
t) Historical factors: History like that of cognition means history of achievements. It is investigative
tracing, recording, analysis, evaluation of time bound activities, seen from man's point of view, globally,
universally, within the limits of God's given order, sound theology, dignity of man, reason, ethics.
Recollection reconstructs from sources of its time relatable, objectively, self-constitutively, selfcognitively, reflectively. Historic consciousness forms an organic subset within the horizon of cognition,
mainly on the level of reflection. Significant, mass effective facts with their consequences arise out of
individual intention, conception, expression, activity and social, political forces on the level of action in
comparative, relating to achievements, alternatively open and equivalent time. They emancipate themselves in areas and subareas as particular histories. They form out different convictions and deficiencies,
appearances, currents, in all constellations and over the complete range from historical freedom, minimal
causal dependencies, up to gross moral failures with intentional deception and destruction, fixing a
course of action, mostly out of archaic notions of prestige, power, possessions, which can lead to planetary catastrophes, including the extinction of mankind.
Experienced present day history therefore means through education of ethically self-cleaning forces
critical, corrective responsibility towards the zeitgeist.
Criminal corruption, applying tools of modern technologies, in excess of man's boundaries, given by
respect for truth, life, justice, by maturity, by reason and environmental conditions, will lead to selfdestruction. This applies to any activity, to any area and subarea of politics, the military, the sciences,
economics, finance, law, medicine, culture.
IV

Neuengamme 05 09 06
May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
The executioners in the extermination camps and labor camps of sadism and sodomy eliminate in first
priority advocates of publication and prosecution of the crimes of clandestine high tech terror to prevent
the formation of any organization, advocating establishment of public, reliable safeguards against the
misuses of modern bio-technologies.
Several larger private parties, security services and defence leagues, having escalated the investigation
into the intelligence and security agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, of Russia, Japan,
Germany, Israel, Saudi Arabia and of larger Third World Countries into a global dirty war, today multiplied to several hundred groups, operate the largest system of labor camps in the whole world.
They operate extermination camps, executioners eliminating heinously more than one thousand
people a year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated
nerve gases and industrial toxic gases.
They operate the largest labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams mass drugging tens of millions
of people a year.
They operate labor camps of behavior manipulation and enslavement, hit teams mass drugging tens of
thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine human rights
violations around the world.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of toxins like
gene altering agents on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate the largest labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in total information control
tens of billions of conversations, documents, e-mails, brain wave patterns and genetic fingerprints by
electronic means per day.
Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress the publication of the unleashing of
the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
January 2000 – March 2005
A) The Bush II & III Administrations (2000 - 2008) together with their Allies and NATO and major western
institutions and corporations have continued the policy of total denial of the massive human rights
violations by their intelligence and security organizations. They pursue the secret policy goals eg of
predominance in tools of clandestine high tech terror, total information control, point censorship of the
press, control over political-sociological processes and individual psychological profiles. The operational
arms are high tech power centers, applying criminal, clandestine technological means, largely in misuses
of modern bio-technologies throughout a global, populations wide system of labor camps with every excess of bestiality. In image fascism in first priority suppressed are across all paths of institutional publication a target’s medical and legal evidence (Staatsanwaltschaft Bonn, 09 13 2000, AZ 50 Js 898/00;
European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, 07 16 2002, Beschwerde Nr. 6456/02). Defused are disadvantageous discussions in the commercial press, removed are entire critical issues from public awareness, held up are images and hypocritical ethical standards like a constitutional framework. Peaceful
protests against this despotic perversion are crashed with sodomitic bestiality, as Kanzler G. Schröder of
Germany operated SS like nerve gas and poison pellet hit team to guard his office grounds.
Their operatives continue to escalate the global, dirty bio-tech tech war with infiltration, subversion,
sabotage and assassination techniques within their own, foreign befriended and hostile populations,
especially against a coalition of Third World Countries (B) and a growing number of private, independent
defence leagues (C). They stepped up: international cooperation with allied security organizations, tightening up of government, public and private institutions and corporations against increasing counterattacks, pressing ahead with R&D programs and production of poison pellet delivery systems, recruitment to undercover staffs by observation, corruption, extortion and incorporation into a network, instrumentalizing all vital areas of society from the churches to the arts, set up of a multitude of farmed out,
semi-private, independently recruiting hit teams under pretense to clean up poison pellet systems.
I

The Western Atomic Powers’ and their Allies’ open and covered hegemonic policies, added by worldwide
spreading awareness of their and the private, independent defence leagues' massive human rights violations also against populations at large, have induced an increasing series of terrorist attacks by various
groups, mostly against soft targets of the US and their Allies, eg Lockerbee - July 96, Kenia, Tansania –
Aug 98, Kairo – Sept 98, Beslan – Sept 03, Istanbul – Nov 03, Madrid – March 04, Saudi Arabia – April 04.
After the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon on Sept 11th 2001, the Bush II Administration declared war on international terrorism and terrorists’ control over weapons of mass destruction. To fortify
its 'limes' against imports of instabilities, civil strife, war and terrorism, it restructured and reinforced its
intelligence, military and administrative antiterrorist forces. To eradicate the Al Qaeda terrorist network, it
forged a global, political alliance and led by US military forces invaded Afghanistan in Nov 2001, defeating the Taliban regime. To topple Saddam Hussein's murderous dictatorship, US troops, without a
UN mandate, but with major support of Great Britain, Turkey, Spain and Poland, invaded Iraq in March
2003, throwing the country into civil war with daily casualties by Iraqi resistance forces.
B) The Governments of the larger and a majority of smaller Third World Countries had formed a coalition
against the US’, their Allies’ and the private, independent defence leagues' clandestine high tech terror
operations. Motivations remain their vital, defensive interests to stay abreast on the research status and
operations with bio-chemical weapons, to roll back and avert foreign subversion in their political, military,
scientific, economic, financial and social areas, also pursuit of domestic and foreign secret policy goals,
revenge for dehumanizing oppressions and bestialities over centuries and high tech fornication.
They pursue at home an in depth investigation of all, especially foreign parties’ past and present activities in all facets of their nations' lives from undercover operations to environmental damages.
They investigate in depth within the western industrialized nations all political-sociological forces,
structures and activities, eg their public and secret policy goals, their elites and area covering single
households, especially all intelligence, military, general government and private security personnel.
They have set up their own national high tech power centers with a system of labor camps at home and
abroad, sharing their information and drawing on scientific, technological and logistical support of Russia.
In first priority suppressed are any efforts towards publication of clandestine high tech terror operations.
In the western industrialized nations pumped up with depot poison pellets are all political, military and
civic leaderships, especially the personnel of their security organizations and of the private defence
leagues. Equally targeted are populations at large to achieve bestial enslavement across the board. As
the B. Clinton White House sex affairs in 1997-99 had been induced by sodomy drugs, present and
former Heads of State like G. Bush senior and junior and G. Schröder are being sodomized regularly.
C) Several larger private parties, security services and defence leagues have escalated their investigations into the crimes of clandestine high tech terror over the last fifteen years by acquiescence, promotion, duplication and proliferation into a global, dirty war. Out of sodomitic cynicism, a single, negative
motive crime, they jerk off for fun, watching the news, how people are getting blown up.
The number of private defence leagues has multiplied to more than a thousand groups worldwide.
Terrorist organizations are globally allied and plotted against each other, often in cooperation with
government agencies, drawing under pretense of private security all areas of their countries' lives into the
suds of sodomitic undercover networks and operating the largest system of extermination and labor
camps worldwide to attack arbitrarily any opponent, any group of society and populations at large. They
tolerate the government security agencies’ strategic planning, administrative tasks, R&D programs, field
testing, toxic drug production lines, communication, surveillance, logistics, networks of operatives, mass
applications and secret funding. They copied the high tech power centers to secure themselves privately
through total information control, electronic shielding and bestial deterrence.
To appease, dissipate, sidetrack and stop short spreading awareness of this bio-tech war via underground channels, in first line advocates of publication, prosecution and public trial of the perpetrators
according to penal law are being sodomized to death in psychological terror under perversity labels of
direct, effective help or emergency medical care for the victims with anonymously shot in poison pellets.
In consequence of suppressing publication of misuses of modern bio-technologies, the fornication race
for predominance in all tools of clandestine high tech terror promotes proliferation of bio-tech weapons,
political forces of subversion, corruption, fornication and despotic perversion, stirs up hate as an incitement to commit any sodomitic bestiality conceivable and escalates this global dirty war across all fields of
life into terrorism, open civil strife and war with uncontrollable dangers of the extinction of mankind.
II

‘In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.’ The story of creation in Genesis 1 intends to
give a sounder understanding of nature, man and their origin, than the mythological, animistic thinking of
the times provided. Today, more accurate scientific knowledge about the cosmologically developing and
life evolving events stresses two points:
The cosmos with its four physical forces, space and time dimensions, appearances from plasma to solid,
relations from chaos to functional dependencies and the possibility of chemical elements to combine to a
vast number of compounds, forms out single fields of forces and units of matter with consistent identities,
properties and relations. It renders itself to an intelligent observer qualitatively and quantitatively depictable, obeying the correspondence principle of a one to one relation between fact and term. The
physical cosmos yields in first place exactness, a standard of truth.
The human intellect has developed out of evolutionary forces over successive generations with a universal genetic code, genetic variability, multicellular organisms with specialization of functions, adaptation and natural selection, forming out a multifarious plant and animal life. The human mind is tied to
life in cosmic time and location, planetary and local environmental conditions and physiological functionality. The physical, chemical and biological dependencies render acceptance and support of its base
a precondition of the human mind. The foundations of life yield in second place self-preservation with the
tasks to serve and amend, a standard of truth.
The standards of truth are designed to break through superstitions, illusions, deceptions and violence in
actual times, representing most human objects as the opposite to the truth. Disregarded are entire items
with their known and missing relevant factors. Not seen are their dangers as tools of power, in future with
progressively faster hitting, catastrophic effects. Not seen is the futility of mental efforts without a qualitative, value representing transformation. The standards of truth aim to raise a public, object representative mental horizon, encompassing all forms of appearance. Its first point, its utopia, is ethical awareness
by present day evaluation of human actions with their lines of consequences.
Approaching phenomena of nature and man, the smallest unit of observation is an object, suited to gain
the best possible description of its finite, singular, definite, rationally definable and treatable properties.
All objects, concrete or abstract, specific or general, simple or complex, actual or hypothetical, past,
present or future, can be separated into three classes with similar characteristics and their interrelations:
I) The Spiritual Dimension, II A) Nature, II B) Systems of Natural Phenomena, III A) Man, III B) Society,
IV) God – Nature Interrelations, V) God – Man Interrelations, VI) Nature – Man Interrelations.
III A

Man

Man, as individual or in a small group, is seen by the results of his efforts, benefits and failures of his
objects as a form of expression in his past, present and predictable future on a comprehensive global,
historical scale. He develops out of: III A 1) Common Base, III A 2) Essential Parts, III A 3) Conviction.
III A 1 Common Base
Standards of Truth
III A 2 Essential Parts
a) Physiological Base
b) Freedom
c) Development
d) Mental Activities
e) Ethics
III A 3 Conviction
a) Concepts
b) Eckpunkte
c) Philosophy of Research
d) Inhibiting Factors
e) Summary
III

III A 1

Common Base

Man, a functional, mental form of life, vanishes like a spark of truth and a spark of life.
An independent organism with free intention, free imagination, means of expression and self-critical reflection, he adopts for free self-interpretation a standard of comparison. Man adequate is human dignity.
A human set value, it serves as indispensable base for the survival and future of man. Dignity points man
towards humility, is of inner quality and of practical benefit. It is invariable, livable, codifiable, universal,
by evaluation codetermining all human and human made objects in space, time and appearance and is
as standard transposable to the observation of society, nature and their interrelations. One value of
second order will fill it with content: standards of truth. They affix an α) identifying term to an item,
reaching in β) intent from γ)(A 2d) search to object true cognition to δ)(A 2d) mentally correct treatment to
ε) proper language to ζ) social application to η) appearance, in all to achieve a complete description.
Standards of Truth
α1)Truth in its narrow content means congruence of a description with its object in one to one accuracy,
first in identifying denotation, its simple and conglomerate characteristics and relations.
α2)Truth in its wider content means a complete description in the object’s full range, in a balanced context in the dimensions of God, nature and man and in pursuit of all lines of consequences.
β1) The intention of truth is to shed light on the item at hand, to gain freedom from idolatry, in sound
theology finding God’s will, to gain freedom from superstition and illusions, with reason and maturity
advancing better descriptions of objects of nature and man in all conceivable aspects.
β2) Truth is defined according to the object of investigation. In respect to God, truth is a comprehensive
analysis towards innocence, respecting Nature and Man a comprehensive analysis in Preservation of
Nature and in Spirit of Man. Their research contributing to each other, all definitions of truth stand on
an equal, non-privileged level and are held at an equal reflective distance to increase truth’s freedom.
β3) Truth, a value, respects every form of life as precondition for the existence of an intelligent observer.
β4) Truth acts out of a qualitative transformation in the Spirit of Man, a minimal, general, abstract, nonsystematic, reflective attitude to work for the betterment of man, his race and environment.
β5) The qualitative transformation represents Man as a human object of its own merit in his convictions,
contemplations and way of life with a few over a life span realizable values, eg magnanimity, persistence, humor, diligence, self-criticism, in society selflessness, humility, fearlessness.
γ1) Finding of truth by factors of cognition requires first a scrutinizing search, an object true approach and
exhaustion of all available means of investigation in breath and depth, also to facilitate verification.
γ2) The speaker states his position, eg conviction, projected value and item specific definition of truth.
δ) Truth is brought to expression by mental processing, eg in intention, conception and operations.
ε1) Truth speaks in public in the languages of His Word, Preservation of Nature and Spirit of Man, in the
humanities the first expressive medium being poetry, in the natural sciences mathematics.
ε2) In society, truth is advanced in humility. Its task is to serve, to conciliate and to amend.
ε3) In society, truth is advanced fearlessly, to preserve the inviolability of truth against counteracting forces of non-knowledge, errors, illusions, deceptions, often joined by violence in all combinations.
ζ1) In society, there are no eg political, regional or discipline specific values, which cannot be linearly deduced from the dignity of man, not to let a collective value dominate a universal or individual one.
ζ2) In society, truth publicizes, explains and teaches, it wakes hope over darkness and it raises its standards. Pursuit of truth in the Spirit of Man appeal to refrain from deception, oppression and violence
and to promote the universal principles of unity, equality, justice, peace and liberties.
ζ3) In society, dignity of man is legally protected by defining man as a species with essential human
rights in correspondence to the interest of all mankind. The basic rights are mostly codified as universal, inalienable, undividable, interdependent, falsifiable, constitutionally guarantied norms. They
enclose right to life and safety, labor and property, freedoms of speech, movement and assembly,
equality before the law, trail by due process, absence of torture and resistance against oppression.
η) The appearance of truth can be distinguished by the class of objects. Pursuit of knowledge alone
leads to materialism. - Truth in the Spiritual Dimension leads to God. It guides towards conviction,
faith and humility, the highest value, man can achieve (Luke 9,48). - Truth in Nature is given by laws
of nature. Its phenomena show qualitative and quantitative relationships of great simplicity, lucidity,
compactness and finality over wide ranges of validity. - Truth in Man pursues his cause setting
intentions and conceptions, which ramify like a huge tree into a complexity of individual concepts with
expressions of merits and demerits, though varying in relevance, inseparable from each item.
IV

III A 2

Essential Parts

a) Physiological base
The physical cosmos in the disciplines of α1) cosmogony, α2) cosmology, α3) eschatology is by reason
qualitatively and quantitatively depictable, mechanic causal explainable and in its development predictable. Researched and described by scientific methods are the appearance of the physical and
chemical expressions, the laws of nature and the geometry and topology of space-time. - However,
beginning and end in infinite time are entirely and present extensions largely open. An eg 106 increase in
resolution of measuring devices will still leave man's knowledge through reason, experience, measurability, scientific methods and theoretic modeling insignificant against the magnitudes of the universe.
α1)Cosmogony describes by reconstruction through backward extrapolation the earliest physical conditions of the cosmos. From a singularity, approached up to Planck’s time ht, a state of extreme density
of radiation energy at a finite point in space-time about 16 x 109 years ago, it exploded, cooled and
developed along a singular path into the present geometry with a multitude of material formations.
α2)Cosmology is divided into the α2,1) macro-, α2,2) meso- and α2,3) micro-cosmos.
α2,1) The macro-cosmos is a coherently gravitation bound, isotropic, homogeneous, uniformly accelerating inflationary Riemann geometry with asymptotic Minkowski properties towards infinite. It developed stable groups of galaxies, single galaxies, clusters, nebula, stars and planetary systems.
α2,2) The meso-cosmos constitutes the validity range of classical, non-relativistic physics, its phenomena of abiotic matter being described by physics, chemistry and their specific fields of study.
α2,3) The micro-cosmos enfolds according to the standard model out of three classes of elementary particles, point like spin ½ particles, field particles of the four forces and Higgs particles, preserving symmetries. It is ruled predominantly by the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces, unified in a single
theory. It is described by Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Electro, Chromo und Flavordynamics.
α3)Eschatology describes by projection through forward extrapolation the future physical conditions of
the cosmos and its subsystems, the next 1027 years a continuing, entropy gaining, spatial expansion,
dispersion of matter and emission of radiation to leave black dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes.
The forms of life on earth developed out of β1) evolutionary processes, β2) their underlying evolutionary
drives, establishing β3) genetics as base discipline of biology and its specific fields of study.
β1) Biogenesis was first a chemical, abiotic evolution, taking place in the oceans about 3.7x10 9 years
ago, yielding mixtures of proteinoid microspheres. Biological evolution in self-organization of matter
first formed protobiontes, one cell prokaryotes with a short DNA strand, capable of reproduction in life
cycles. In the evolutionary line then followed one cell eukaryotes with a membrane enclosed nucleus.
Starting 2x109 years ago, the aquatic one cell organisms changed the atmosphere of the planet by
uptake of carbon and hydrogen in exchange of nitrogen and oxygen into the one we know today.
With the continuing processes of cell growth, divisions and differentiation of cell functions multicellular
eukaryotes developed about 2x108 years back. Later sexual replication was introduced, the laws of
inheritance determining the passing on of hereditary traits. The branches of plants and animals separated 1x108 years back, linked in a heterotrophic food chain, before the first forms of life appeared
on land. In discontinuous variability, there exist today about 5oo ooo plant and 2 ooo ooo animal
species. The oldest bones of homo sapiens from about 1x105 years ago were found in S E Africa.
β2) The first evolutionary drives of one cell organisms in broad genetic variability were simple base pair
changes. In higher eukaryotes on the level of genotypes, the drives are: mutation; hybridization, a
recombination in sexual reproduction; gene migration; gene drift; genetic correlation; genetic homeostasis; on the level of phenotypes in variability of forms and functions they are: increase; spread;
migration; mixture of populations; adaptation to environmental changes and natural selection.
β3) Development of genetic material, its proteins and ensuing forms of life is continuously traceable
throughout the evolutionary line. The polygenetic tree delineates copy true the evolutionary tree of
comparative anatomy of all plant and animal species, stating a common ancestry of all living organisms in the genetic code, the bio-synthesis of proteins, the bio-chemical building blocks with requirement of water, the catalysis by enzymes and an energy metabolism with glycolysis to leave the
difference between man and animal merely a gradual one. The phylogenetic theory of descent serves
as a guide for description, denotation and categorization of all organisms, establishing as taxonomic
categories four kingdoms: one cell organisms, prokaryotes, eukaryotes and mushrooms.
Present day gene technology enables genome incisive, micro-bio-chemical manipulation of evolutionary processes. Genetic engineering comprises the theoretical and applied aspects of isolation,
analysis, manipulation and recombination of genes with their introduction, expression and multiplication in other, transgenic made organisms.
V

Environmental Conditions comprise the γ1) Heliosphere, γ2) Biosphere and γ3) Ecology.
γ1) The Heliosphere, a star of medium size and luminosity, about 4.5x109 years old, generating by nuclear fusion electromagnetic radiation, a gravitational and geometrical center of nine orbiting planets,
allows a long, stable developmental time span for evolution of organic life. Planetary preconditions to
support life in a moderate climate are: γ1,1) an adequate mass, size and structure, γ1,2) an adequate
distance to the source of radiation, γ1,3) an approximately circular orbit, γ1,4) an approximately perpendicular rotation axis, γ1,5) a medium rotation frequency, γ1,6) a chemical composition, containing
all essential elements, γ1,7) an atmosphere and magnetic field, shielding high energy radiation.
γ2) The Biosphere describes all single factors enclosed by the atmosphere, taking influence on plants,
animals and humans: γ2,1) the atmosphere of the earth, reaching about 10 km upwards, consists to
78% out of N2, 21% O2, 0,03% CO2, in its lower layers up to 4% of H2OVAP, dampens by circulation
temperature and pressure differences, carries precipitation inland and serves as a metabolic fuel,
γ2,2) the hydrosphere in forms of gas, ice and liquid, found to 99,7 % in the oceans, supplies with
sweet water the largest component of all plants and animals and is indispensable in their metabolism,
γ2,3) the lithosphere, the outer, firm, plate layered mantle of the earth, reaching about 100 km deep,
has as its crust the pedosphere with soils of various qualities, γ2,4) the biotic environment, densely
inhabited over a height of 100 m, includes all living organisms in water, land and air.
γ3) Ecology describes individual, population and environmental abiotic and biotic forces, requirements
and conditions for life with their multifaceted interdependencies in the development over geological
time spans. A local ecological environment often forms out a self-organizing, semi-closed system with
an energy and metabolic cycle along an ascending food chain and a self-regulating, dynamic, slowly
changing to labile balance. – Man causes major, often irreversible environmental changes, substitutions, destructions and climatic shifts through persistent, large scale technological applications with
pollution in air, water and soil, surface treatment and eradication of entire biotopes and species.
b) Freedom
Freedom, an object’s ability of movement, is a universal and the most essential requirement of individual, conscious mental and physical activity and as passive medium setting a limit to the development of
any subject matter. Freedom is described by the item at hand in its specific room of movement.
α) Characteristics and relations of the object with its factors, their single weights determining its overall
freedom, in most cases a mental capability of internal, neuro-physiological processing or a physical
capability of external expression, - in society mostly a capacity of political, military, legal, scientific,
technological, commercial, financial, organizational, social, cultural or communicative action.
β) Perspective on freedom, individual or collective, positive or negative, outer or inner, natural or man
made, essential, major or minor, dynamic or stationary, stable or fragile, specific or general, simple or
complex, predictable or not, - complex rooms of movement like historical freedom, minimal causal dependencies in public action, are described negatively, because of the large number of factors.
γ) Direction of movement, measured by goal and yardstick for a limit, tightening, leveling or enlarging.
δ) Range and area of movement, limited by de- and attractors, restrictions, conditions or boundaries.
ε) Degree of movement, at zero, partial like item specific or channeled, range exhausting or excessive.
ζ) Path of movement, re- or irreversible, short, medium or long term, pointed, alternative by choice or
later change, in patterns, varying randomly or resting indeterminably, open to various directions.
η) Interaction and dynamic balance with other freedoms with retarding or reinforcing effects.
θ) Form of limit, a physically measurable point, line, field or block, a mental oversight, difficulty or barrier,
- in society an unwritten or written guideline of behavior like a rule, norm, order or a form of conflict.
ι ) Characteristics of limit, ductile or resistant, compensable or not, - in society reasonable or arbitrary,
without or with legal prerogatives, enforced or not to be circumvented, penetrated or disregarded.
κ) In nature, being basis for life with a large variety of resources, freedom's interweaved de- and independencies can be shifted by change of location, adaptive, social and technical means.
λ) In society, freedom, being basis for all and especially ethical choices, interacts with freedoms of
others and with social forces, often in persistent conflicts, eg of emancipation towards autonomy from
preforms of lack of comprehension, powerlessness or submission; molding of the political, social and
material living environment; utilization of newly won freedoms out of scientific discoveries.
μ) In society, cosmic freedom prevails over long periods, where causes of historical developments are
not any more predictable by laws or theoretical approaches, but are subject to chances. Individual
achievements of later borns stand in alternatively open and equivalent time. - Consistent over time is
the essential requirement for the survival of mankind: ethics with respect for truth and life.
VI

c) Development
Development, modeling of an object of attention, a universal human activity, spans from first conception
to historic achievement. It is described by the dynamic qualitative and quantitative changes of the item.
α) Objects of development comprise objects of all classes with their interrelations. In self-conscious development of man, his intentions as active force are directed at himself. The possible objects include
anticipative, hypothetically speculative and also visionary ones, mostly initiated in lone efforts.
β) Perspective, active by mental initiation and direction or passive, by natural causal forces, mostly in
combination, positive or negative, inner or outer, specific or general, essential, major or minor, simple
or complex, objects like a historical development often not being fully traceable in all factors.
γ) Direction, measured by goal and yardstick of defined performance, for- or backward or lateral.
δ) Means, steady work, praxis, contemplation, study, research, experiment, technology, planning, organization, - in society with communication, mechanisms of decision finding, conflict, civil strive, war.
ε) Methods are object and goal specific, eg models, simulation, regulation, coordination, duplication.
ζ) Range and area, limited like a freedom by poles, restrictions, conditions or boundaries.
η) Degree, at zero, latent, partial like rudimentary or item confined, optimized, final or excessive.
θ) Path and breath of variation, from initiation or redirection, re- or irreversible, short or long term, repetitive or progressive, random or structured and pointed, in layers, steps, phases or rhythms.
ι ) Speed, at zero, creeping, de- or accelerating, escalating, collapsing, often regulated by catalysts.
κ) Qualities, narrow or broad, flexible or rigid, fragile or stable, sterile, trend like superficial or fertile.
λ) Environment, oppressive, interfering or supportive, eg freedoms, materials, skills furnishing or not.
μ) Interaction and dynamic balance with opposing or concurring, past and foreign developments.
ν) Final state, a man made, single, finished product or project with desired quality, performance, rationalized structure, specialization, differentiation, level of communication and energy consumption.
ξ) In society, by political-social forces with organized programs of development in vital, public areas.
ο) Its end, both, items with merit and demerit becoming degenerate, dismantled, superseded, forgotten.
π) In nature, by local, global, planetary, physical and biological, causal and stochastic forces.
Human development towards a defined object 'man' remains an open 'fiction'. Man is measured by his
expressions according to a standard of conviction. - Individual, multilevel, continuous, successively integrated, in parts generations overlapping developments across a life span depend on an array of intervening factors, epigenetic and acquired, con- and unconscious, phase specific and general ones.
ρ1)Physical development grows out of evolution determined traits, geno- and phenotype, onto- and phylogenetic factors, together with nutrition, exercise, changing environmental conditioning and selection
factors to form out morphology, anatomy and physiology. It progresses by cell growth, divisions and
differentiation of cell functions over a life cycle with six stages of zygote, embryo, infant, youth, adult
and death and a sex cycle with three stages of germ cell, karyogamy and mature sex organ.
ρ2)Psychological development arises out of needs, drives, inclinations, of active, reflected molding, of
chances, experience, education and of the material, social, cultural, political environment. Gradually
constructed is a flexible, functional, renewing, self-identifying inner reality, eg codetermining with the
mind its objects, seeking in its fields of forces personal independence, also from nature and society.
ρ3)Mental development forms out the functions of the enteric, autonomic, sensorimotor, peripheral and
central nervous systems. The more than 1010 nerve cells are in their micro-neurophysiological reactions manipulated, blocked or deadened by minute amounts of toxic agents. In inner and outer
freedoms, the factors of mental activities (d) from search for a point of initiation to action process an
item in space, time, its identity, composition and relations. A self-determining, physical-psychological–
mental entity creates with its singular ambitions an expanding variety of human objects.
ρ4)Skills, combined bio-mechanical, psychological and mental, basic like motivational concentration,
mental alertness, communicative and social competence and specialized, capable of quality design
and problem solving to promote productivity, are acquired by learning, training, teaching and therapy.
ρ5)In society, common forms of behavior are adopted out of physical, biological, psychological, social
and cultural anthropological factors, stimulated by information, training, experience, habit and often
amplified institutionally. By sanctions enforced guidelines of behavior like etiquettes, traditions,
customs, norms and rules are set up by informal and formal legislative mechanisms to promote a
functional society. However, common forms remain barely reflected, statistically predictable actions.
ρ7)A variety of inhibiting factors let average mental development of a population remain in a preform,
leading only to imitation, adaptation and integration, or patch form, missing major parts with loss of
perspective, balance and cohesion, or baseless, missing part of the common ground with adherence
to archaic notions and illusions, or to turn pathologic with often systematic deception and violence.
ρ9)Man is subject to various aging processes, diseases, malformations, accidents and causes of death.
VII

d) Mental Activities
The human mind strives to expand into all objects of imagination, to initiate, develop and express them in
freedom and to enlarge its limits of cognition. Without, it remains in preforms of reflexes, instincts, repetitive imitation, trial and error, habit formed narrowness. It may promote all forms and degrees of truth
finding from accuracy to aberrations of gross error, illusion or deception. It may defend all forms and
degrees of the Spirit of Man from a positive attitude to deviations of egocentrism, prestige or power madness. In consequence, the productivity of the mind varies in combinations from constructive curiosity and
contemplation to hot air, chaos, manipulation, control, exploitation, oppression and destruction.
α1)Cognition is the primary function of the human intellect, transformation of forms of being into forms of
consciousness. The desired result is to shed light on an object, to render a representative description
and to investigate further for a more accurate and complete description. The subject’s sources and
capabilities of cognition mainly depend on the factors of: perspective, approach, self-understanding,
way of life, emotional frame, onto- and phylogenetic development, anatomy and physiology, the five
senses, experience, mental capabilities, reflection, methods employed, medium of expression, action,
social factors, institutional factors, present day trends, inhibiting factors, ethics and historical factors.
α2)The factors of cognition are applicable throughout mental processing, especially a specific, object
true approach. An object of the Spiritual Dimension is approached in faith, for it to be accepted, a
phenomena of nature with reason, for it to be laid out in explanation, a human object with maturity,
for it to find understanding. Individual concepts with real life experience stay bare of illusions.
α3)By methods, a human object is given mainly by observation, investigation and description or by thesis, a suggested description, later by interpretation. A description reconstructs out of unique details,
not in pseudo-theoretical approaches. It contains in the simplest case: α3,1) minimum standard of
comparison out of maturity with a common base, α3,2) item, consequences, α3,3) intention as driving
force, often being pretended, traced objectively eg by circumstantial evidence, subjectively eg by its
mental environment in perceivably own experience, α3,4) conditions, α3,5) sources of information,
α3,6) 3rd party verification, α3,7) reliability indicators, α3,8) observer's position, α3,9) documentation.
β) Mental Faculties β1) intention, β2) conception, β3) their combination are based on a neuronal network
of bio-electro-chemical information transformers, transmitters, carriers and processors, passing an
ex- to in- to external, neurological signal towards the desired result. Covariant data processing of
mind and brain achieves a precise 1:1:1:1:1 representation of an object, selected over the entire range from abstracts to events, to a biotic medium of comprehension from concepts to experience, to a
biotic information carrier from symbols to dots, to an expression, to a reception. Four degrees of freedom form out an item in detail: study of item, data processing, training of functions and expression.
β1) Intention premolds an object in free imagination as acting, cause setting force to realize it in freedom,
refuting to be penetrated by other chains of causality. It acts on and coordinates the levels from needs
to vision, from search of item to identification to deliberation to expression to modification by conditions, from physiological to psychological to mental factors, from criticism to confirmation or redirection, from rest to action. It is mainly seen by item, decision, range, qualities and consequences.
β2) Conception constructs and adjusts an object in free visualization, focusing it in eg order, perspective,
distance, filter, contrast, background. It utilizes throughout auxiliary models, eg the mental horizon
collects factual knowledge of items for description from all sources object true as groups of points on
a bare, spacious, single layered plane. It is mainly seen by item, range, structure and qualities.
β3) Intention and conception are integrated in consciousness with input from perception, memory and
phantasy to direct, coordinate and control data processing in sequential and parallel trains, eg in simple and conglomerate patterns of one intent, one view, one operation, in repetitive runs from initiation,
data collection, arrangement, desired operation, storage, enactment to termination, in overall order
from external signal to action. They are mainly seen by dynamics, flexibility, cohesion and balance.
γ) Mental Operations are based on two items in as- and dissociation, arranged for comparison according to a yardstick. Their formal identity, subject mater given, is determined in item-intent-view
concentration by the conglomerate operations of denotation, assertion, negation, inversion, neutralization, substitution, questioning and verification in context of present state and acting forces. Further
conglomerate units of operation are formed to achieve eg: description, estimation, modeling, calculation, conclusion, decision, development, direction, coordination, argumentation, interpretation, evaluation, verification, criticism, correction and methodical, theoretical, repeatable paths of processing.
δ) Logic is accountability of identity. It derives from a term, a basis statement, and a second term, the
premises, in at least a third step through material and formal reasoning along a relationship and a
standard of comparison a follow up statement, a conclusion. As indirect means of cognition against
direct observation, it serves foremost for a statement's verification and a survey of its consequences.
VIII

ε) Reflection questions an object repetitively, severed from its environment, moved across the mental
horizon, viewed from alternate perspectives and from one or two levels back to gain without prejudice
its complete characteristics, relations, transformations, environment and lines of consequences. A reevaluated item is again integrated into its place in mental processing as in contemplative routine.
ζ) Expression, a universal human activity by mental, physical and technical means, realizes an intention representing subject-object-subject relation. As a general denotation it requires specification.
Communication stands at the center of human praxis. Its sensorial and technical mediums are eg
touch, gesture, sound, language, drawing, craft, character, text, photo, film or instrumental signal.
Action, realizing an object by human hand, including a change of man, society, nature and opening
room of movement, cannot be strictly classified. A unique point often predominant, it is described out
of multiple details and circumstances. An item of human causality needs first to be retrieved by cognition in lines of acting forces from conception to reception; then in its parts by class from spiritual to
natural and their subclasses; in its interrelations and subrelations; in its essential parts of human
capabilities from freedom to conviction; in its technical possibilities; in its ethics from benefits to
misuses. A complete description can serve as a sufficient data base for further treatment. - Today,
systematic research, innovation and work have constructed a technological living environment.
η) Electronic data processing in multi media, in worldwide networks with microprocessors programmed
in the binary system, assists in all computational and communicative tasks of mental activities,
θ1) Limits of free phantasy exceed factual knowledge by leagues. Below limits, unrestrained inspiration
abounds, approaching rarely tested extremes, items remain tied to space, time, matter, characteristics and relations as mental tools slacken to grasp basic expressions like substance, form or identity.
θ2) Limits of cognition are expanded through improved techniques of cognition and contemplative, artistic, scientific research, both opening up new fields of study, to correct, add to, refine and spread the
present status of knowledge. They are enlarged stepwise by fractions, but not to be exiled altogether.
θ3) Limits of action are set by the possibilities of existing energy and matter according to the laws of
nature. Man can utilize, alter, construct, change conditions, but he cannot create out of his own ability
dimensions of space or time, energy, matter, a physical force or state. Adding, varying, duplicating,
deleting, he cannot create anew forces of biological development with a genetic code, building blocks
of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, structures of cells, organs and organisms or metabolic processes. Not power of material creation, an archaic notion, but the Spirit of Man unfolds new capabilities.
ι ) Inhibiting factors, inducing a gross error in presentation of an object with its propagation in follow up
treatment, cannot be listed exhaustingly. It can be traced back retrospectively eg to ι1) a cause of:
ι1,1) item in any respect, ι1,2) mental processing from cognition to action, ι1,3) argumentation, especially in logic in category or context, ι1,4) means in adequacy or accuracy, ι1,5) verification, ι1,6) communication, ι1,7) formal treatment, ι1,8) conditions, ι1,9) neurological dysfunction, ι1,10) nonknowledge, ι1,11) illusion from thoughtlessness to hypocritical deception, ι1,12) conflict from pressure
to image fascism. It is further ι2) pin pointed eg: ι2,1) as positive or negative, ex- or internal, open or
hidden, isolated or combined, singular or systematic, ι2,2) in path, continuous and across mental
links, ι2,3) in resulting demerits, not being first detected, investigated, evaluated and corrected.
e) Ethics
As freedom is the health of a nation (L. Börne), criticism constitutes the health of an individual.
In society, ethics’ task is to solve historic cases of criminal corruption with disastrous consequences.
α) Its intention is to preserve ethical freedom, where not a major present day conflict determines political
action. Promoted is a balanced, also critical, politically self-cleaning view on life, able to sustain human issues against current spiritual, political, social and public press supported corruption.
β) Ethics is trained on issues, where the standards of truth and life are essential for the future of man.
γ) Its appeal is at the conscience of the times, restating universal principles, promoting a healthy mentality about right and wrong, educating about major objects' characteristics and relations, guarding
against gross misuses and pooling the necessary resources for corrective action.
δ) Its approach is case bound, non-systematic, globally probing populations for hidden, criminal processes, asking in each instance: have all aspects and consequences been considered?
ε) Its means are result orientated, an ethical sentence initiating a present case, investigating all interdependencies, specifying the object of legal protection, identifying the crime, publicizing the case; a
legal sentence prosecuting, evaluating, judging the case and enforcing protection of the object;
social reconciliation is achieved by historically accurate recording and compensation of the victims.
IX
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Conviction

a) Concepts
Man is centered in his convictions. In a concept and subconcepts he delineates his life work in selfdescription within his understanding of man, society, the infinite, nature and their interrelations. A subconcept, an active to realize subject matter, represents a goal of mental activities with its ambition, conception and a value. It serves one aspect of truth and life, ascertaining its human base throughout, but
not being a qualitative transformation above the common ground. A possible developed state, it is by
quality individually specific, defined, conscious, balanced, realizable, livable, visible, local and global.
Each individual is to be able to look, think and act for himself to the full extent of his mental capabilities.
He is to move freely in a competitive pluralism of concepts with opportunity of modeling any object of
choice, not being subordinate to a group, social or political fraction or inhibiting environmental conditions.
b) Eckpunkte
α) Approach to the Spiritual Dimension in faith, to be accepted and to give an example of His Spirit, calls
in first place for sound theology: refrain from violence, reestablishment of standards of truth and
restriction to the major issues of God, nature and man. Spiritual freedom gains freedom from idolatry.
β) Approach to a phenomenon of nature with reason, to be laid out in explanation and to predict from
theory, calls in first place for the categories of reason: space, time, quality, quantity, relationship, modality and their composite forms. Reason's freedom gains freedom from superstition.
γ) Approach to a human object with maturity, to find understanding and to promote independent thinking, calls in the first place for individual concepts with real life experience. Respect for possibilities
and boundaries practices restraint of individuality. Maturity's freedom gains freedom from illusions.
δ) Ethics, raising public awareness about crimes of large scale proportion to set up a last defence
against major misdevelopments, searches around the world for escalating trouble spots to identify, investigate, publicize and correct them. Ethical freedom gains freedom from gross criminal corruption.
c) Philosophy of Research
Promotion of maturity aims at a more comprehensive understanding of man, society and their interrelations. Research and teaching stay within the eckpunkte as a frame for methodical treatment. Continuing
enlightenment about human objects serves first as an easier, correcter and more seamless train of
argumentation. - In society, institutionalized basic education promotes the tools of mental activities as
driving forces of human expressions. In the school of applications advanced are a higher level of performance in all fields, eg more realistic long term policies and education by example, eg discussion of
major, public, present day issues in the context of real life possibilities to suggest solutions.
d) Inhibiting Factors
In comparison to the Spiritual Dimension and Nature, Man, beset by illusions, is the least researched,
though an accurate self-description being a necessary precondition of cognition. Concrete barriers to
break through are his free criminal capacities, mostly activated out of madness for pseudo-knowledge,
pseudo-happiness, prestige, power, possessions, pleasure, all archaic notions, gross, vile, narrow,
persistent, full of hate, not theoretically classifiable. Ensuing corruption, misdevelopments and misuses
are often screened by illusions of human capabilities and convenience and topped by hypocritical ethical
standards. In image fascism they are systematically enforced with violent tools of power. People to the
most part house in 'Babylon the Great, the mother of all the prostitutes and all the filthy practices on the
earth'. (Rev 17, 5) Any other description would be inexact, non-objective and non-scientific.
As a result, the major issues of our times, moral failures with mostly predictable consequences, have
arisen out of global, uncorrected actions: gross inequities of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction, depletion of resources, overkill stockpiles of ABC weapons, clandestine high tech terror and
misuses of gene technology as a human hand directed evolution. With application of modern technologies in excess of man's given boundaries, these failures will lead to self-extinction of the species.
e) Summary
Man, independent, abstract, complex, diverse, regenerating, reflective, is by maturity depictable and understandable. Bent on constructing his living environment, he has disregarded possible achievements,
boundaries and responsibilities, in innocence before the creation to direct the effects of his actions.
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